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REPORT OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON UNIFORM LEGISLATION AND STATUTES
REVIEW
IN RELATION TO THE RAIL SAFETY BILL 2009

REPORT

1

REFERENCE

1.1

On 24 November 2009, Hon Simon O’Brien MLC,, Minister for Transport
(Minister), introduced the Rail Safety Bill 2009 (Bill) into the Legislative Council.1
Following its Second Reading, the Bill stood automatically referred to the Uniform
Legislation and Statutes Review Committee (Committee) pursuant to Standing Order
230A.

1.2

The Committee is required to report to the Legislative Council on its inquiry into the
Bill not later than 30 days of the day of the referral pursuant to Standing Order
230A(4). However, on 2 March 2010 the Legislative Council granted an extension of
the reporting date to 1 April 2010.

2

INQUIRY PROCEDURE

2.1

The Committee’s inquiry into the Bill proceeded by way of a hearing on 3 March
2010 with representatives from the Department of Transport (Department). The
Committee extends its appreciation to the witnesses for their attendance and
assistance. A transcript of the hearing is provided at Appendix 1.

2.2

The Committee advertised the inquiry in The West Australian on 28 November 2009
and wrote to stakeholders, a list of which is attached at Appendix 2. Five
submissions were received.2 Details of the inquiry were published on the
Committee’s website.

3

UNIFORM LEGISLATION

3.1

The establishment of a committee to scrutinise uniform legislation arose from a
concern that the Executive is, in effect, exercising supremacy over a State Parliament
when it enters agreements that, in practical terms, bind a State Parliament to enact

1

Hon Simon O’Brien MLC, Minister for Transport, Western Australia Legislative Council, Parliamentary
Debates (Hansard), 24 November 2009, pp9574-9576.

2

These were from the Australasian Railway Association Inc; Australian Transport Safety Bureau;
Department of Commerce Worksafe Division; Perth Electric Tramway Society (Inc); and Western
Australian Branch of the Australian Rail Tram & Bus Industry Union.

1
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legislation to give effect to national uniform schemes or an intergovernmental
agreement.3
3.2

These national legislative schemes implementing uniform legislation take a variety of
forms. Nine different structures, each with a varying degree of emphasis on national
consistency or uniformity of laws and adaptability, have been identified. The
structures are summarised in Appendix 3. The Bill resembles Structure 8: A NonBinding National Standards Model. This is where each jurisdiction passes its own
legislation but a national authority is appointed to make decisions under that
legislation. Such decisions are, however, variable by the respective State or Territory
Ministers.

3.3

When scrutinising uniform legislation, the Committee considers various ‘fundamental
legislative scrutiny principles’. Although not formally adopted by the Legislative
Council as part of the Committee’s terms of reference, the Committee applies the
principles as a convenient framework. These principles are set out in Appendix 4.
The Committee is preparing an information report setting out (again) the matters that
it, and previous committees explore. The Committee proposes to table a second
information report with recommendations for amending its terms of reference. The
role of the fundamental legislative scrutiny principles and how to describe them will
be considered in this process.

4

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION

4.1

The Department provided eight items supporting the legislative proposal. These are:

3

2

•

a Joint Communiqué issued following a meeting of State and Territory
Transport Ministers on 3 June 2005;

•

a Communiqué issued after a Council of Australian Governments’ meeting on
10 February 2006;

•

the Australian Transport Council Vote, signed by a former Minister for
Planning & Infrastructure on 1 June 2006;

•

a Joint Communiqué issued following a meeting of State and Territory
Transport Ministers and the President of the Australian Local Government
Association on 2 June 2006;

•

a Communiqué issued after a Council of Australian Governments’ meeting on
13 April 2007;

Western Australia, Legislative Council, Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and General
Purposes, Report 19, Uniform Legislation and Supporting Documents, 27 August 2004.
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•

a Communiqué issued after a Council of Australian Governments’ meeting on
26 March 2008;

•

a Communiqué issued after a Council of Australian Governments’ meeting on
29 November 2008; and

•

the National Partnership Agreement to Deliver a Seamless National Economy
Implementation Plan with Attachment ‘A’ signed by the Premier on 24
December 2008.

5

BACKGROUND TO THE BILL

5.1

The Bill has its genesis in a number of rail accidents that in 2005 prompted transport
Ministers to devise a nationally consistent approach to rail safety regulation.4
However, the supporting documentation to the legislative proposal reveals that by
early 2006, COAG had developed a new national reform agenda aimed at embracing
“human capital, competition and regulatory reform streams”5 This agenda listed rail
safety regulation as a “priority cross jurisdictional hot spot where overlapping and
inconsistent regulatory regimes are impeding economic activity”.6
An
Intergovernmental Agreement on Federal Financial Relations signed in December
2008 was the zenith of this agenda when the Premiers and Prime Minister agreed that
rail safety regulation would be a “deregulation priority milestone to deliver a seamless
national economy”.7

5.2

It is clear from the supporting documentation to the legislative proposal that Western
Australia took exception to this shift from rail safety to rail productivity. This is
evidenced by the Western Australia government insisting that the Model Bill would
only be signed subject to two conditions. These were that the Western Australia
government would retain the right to:
(i)

provide legislative coverage “in any way considered appropriate for
its own situation”8 for:
•

sections 28 and 29 in the Model Bill - the general
duties provisions applicable to rail operations; and

4

Especially the Waterfall accident in NSW on 31 January 2003 which resulted in a Special Commission of
Inquiry. Also accidents in Victoria.

5

Council of Australian Governments, Communiqué, dated 10 February 2006, p1.

6

Ibid, pp8-9.

7

Hon Simon O’Brien MLC, Minister for Transport, Western Australia Legislative Council, Parliamentary
Debates (Hansard), 24 November 2009, pp9574-9576.

8

Letter to Mr Michael Deegan, Chairman, National Transport Commission, p1 attached to the Australian
Transport Council Vote, signed by the former Minister for Planning & Infrastructure, Hon Alannah
MacTiernan MLA on 1 June 2006.
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•

(ii)

5.3

5.4

section 112 on restoring rail infrastructure and rolling
stock to original condition after action has been
taken.

include various sections from the Rail Safety Act 1998 not in the
Model Bill but which “are necessary to give the … Office of Rail
Safety sufficient power to ensure safety”9 such as definitions,
exemption mechanisms; interim accreditation; duration of
accreditation; annual fees for varied accreditation; periodic returns;
installation of safety or protective devices; directions to provide
programme of remedial safety work; inquiries and inspections;
administrative clauses; and power of entry clauses aligned to
occupational safety and health legislation.10

Of 12 proposed variations, the National Transport Commission (NTC) accepted
nine.11 The three not accepted were:
•

Interim accreditation. The Department wanted this to cover the scenario of
for example, BHP falling into a gap between the existing Act and the Bill.
Interim accreditation would be the avenue through which to deal with any
gap.

•

Rolling stock lights. This was dismissed because of cost.

•

Directions to provide a programme of remedial safety work. This too was
dismissed as it was already in the NTC’s Rail Safety Bill (Model Bill).

Mr Bruce Chan, Director, Land Transport Policy, Department of Transport said:
We were a little bit concerned that there is some element of the lowest
common denominator being implemented in the national regime
within the national model bill. There were certain things that we have
been arguing at ATC; and prior to the ATC at the office level, and
which subsequently accumulated to a condition of a vote at ATC.12

9

Letter to Mr Michael Deegan, Chairman, National Transport Commission, p1 attached to the Australian
Transport Council Vote, signed by the former Minister for Planning & Infrastructure, Hon Alannah
MacTiernan MLA on 1 June 2006.

10

Ibid.

11

Mr Bruce Chan, Director, Land Transport Policy, Department of Transport, Transcript of Evidence, 8
March 2010, p8.

12

Ibid, p2.
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I think there is always the risk of a national regime being
implemented where it ends up it is easier to go down to the lowest
common denominator than aiming for, say, best practice.
6

COMMITTEE FINDING
Finding 1: The Committee finds that the Bill is substantially consistent with
its supporting documentation

7

KEY FEATURES OF THE UNIFORM SCHEME NOT IN THE BILL

The Rail Safety Regulators Panel

7.1

The Committee noted that a national panel of rail safety regulators (RSRP) is not
expressly established or defined in the Bill, yet it would for example:
meet and decide on what is not a “notifiable occurrence” [under
clause 3(a)(i)].13 Part of its job is to take such occurrences to the
Australian Transport Council—for endorsement and then from the
ATC to the National Transport Commission—to be drafted as a
regulation or as an addition to the current model regulation.14

7.2

In further correspondence, the Department expanded on the role of the RSRP:
It has undertaken work to see how it can better achieve an effective
‘one stop shop’ arrangement (a single entry point to rail safety
regulators for national operators) for managing regulatory issues
such as accreditation and audit.15

The Principal Regulator concept

7.3

The RSRP has itself proposed the establishment of ‘Principal Regulators’ who will
become the “first points of call and coordinators of regulatory activities for multi
jurisdictional rail transport operators”.16 The Principal Regulator for a particular rail
transport operator will be the regulator of the jurisdiction in which the rail transport
operator is principally based, typically the jurisdiction in which the corporate
management of the safety management system is undertaken. The Principal Regulator

13

This clause concerns what type of damage constitutes “significant” damage to property or an
accident/incident that is not a what “insignificant damage” might be.

14

Mr Bruce Chan, Director, Land Transport Policy, Department of Transport, Transcript of Evidence, 8
March 2010, p10.

15

Letter from Mr John Fischer, Executive Director, Transport Industry Policy, Department of Transport, 12
March 2010, p4.

16

Ibid.
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role will cover accreditation issues, audits, consistency in approach to audit and
compliance activity findings; and exchange of information.
Resolving disputes between regulators

7.4

The Committee noted that in disputed joint applications for accreditation, individual
state regulators are to coordinate with each other. Administratively:
for each railway that operates in more than one jurisdiction, one
regulator will be nominated as the principal regulator for that
railway. Basically, this will be a committee of regulators that has
agreed to sit together to work out problems and, by and large, to
respect in the case of a railway accredited in New South Wales, which
has to be accredited in every state. However, the New South Wales
regulator will do the accreditation. The others will go along with that
unless they have a serious reason that they should not. They will leave
the accreditation and regulation of that railway to that principal
regulator in New South Wales. For a different railway it may be that
the principal regulator will be the New South Wales regulator.
It is not a means of making binding decisions on other regulators. It is
simply a committee of the regulators sitting together to work out the
problems that occur and nominating for each particular railway a
principal regulator. It is not a principal regulator for Australia. It has
no effect on the legislation; rather, it is about how we implement the
legislation in a way that is consistent for a given railway so that it
does not have to meet different requirements as it crosses state
boundaries. Even with a national standard of accreditation there is
always scope in a different jurisdiction for that to be interpreted
differently. The idea is that each railway operating across state
boundaries will have a principal regulator that it has to turn to with
its accreditation problems.17

7.5

The Chairman raised a concern that the concept of a ‘principal’ regulator is not
expressly provided for in the Bill, rather it is an administrative construct of the RSRP
and raises that fundamental legislative principle the Committee routinely considers Does the Bill have sufficient regard for the institution of Parliament?18 The Chairman
said:
… behind this legislation sits an administrative regime that has not
been incorporated into the legislation and could have some influence

17

Mr Sean Kinsella, Senior Legislation Officer, Department of Planning, Transcript of Evidence, 8 March
2010, p12.

18

Hon Adele Farina MLC, Chairman of the Committee, Transcript of Evidence, 8 March 2010, p12.
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on the decisions that are being made by the Western Australian rail
safety regulator without any legislative power, without any oversight
by the WA Parliament, to determine whether we think that that is
appropriate or not.
This scheme appears to be suggesting that the WA rail safety
regulator would fall into line with an accreditation that is given in
another state rather than necessarily conducting a thorough
assessment of his or her own and determining whether it satisfies
WA’s requirements, particularly given the statement made earlier that
each jurisdiction has different factors that they have got to take into
consideration in terms of climate, size and a host of other issues that
may impact on safety issues.
…
If the principal rail regulator is to have this influence on the rail
regulators across the states to try to bring them into line to respect
another state’s accreditation, then that should be in the Act. There
should be some legal protection provided to the rail safety regulators
in each of the states that are being asked administratively to fall into
line rather than make an independent assessment of their own. It
greatly concerns me that there does not appear to be that legislative
protection in place. It is also of great concern to me and, I am sure, to
other members of the committee that this is happening behind the
scenes and the Parliament does not get an opportunity to scrutinise
this because it is not part of the legislation.19
7.6

Mr Sean Kinsella, Senior Legislation Officer, Department of Planning said:
If a railway is going to operate in more than one jurisdiction, it
requires there be some coordinator between the different regulators
so that they come to an agreement over things like that, or eventually
one regulator might say, “We’re not giving in. We still require this
here despite the fact the other two regulators don’t require it.” The
whole principle is that essentially all the conditions for accreditation
should be the same across all the states and they should all be
working from the same document. Where it might happen that there is
one thing in an application for accreditation that a regulator does not
like in one jurisdiction, they should be talking, as a number of
regulators together, to try to iron that out and then, all of them,
talking to that rail operator to sort that out. That is one of the whole

19

Hon Adele Farina MLC, Chairman of the Committee, Transcript of Evidence, 8 March 2010, p12.
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reasons for the model bill — to try to stop having different
accreditation conditions in each jurisdiction.20
7.7

7.8

In further correspondence, the Department reinforced the absence of mutual
recognition provisions in the Bill for jurisdictional regulators, stating that
administratively, the regulators will be required to:
•

act independently on decisions associated with the administration of
legislation; and

•

consult with other regulators in relation to decisions about accreditation.21

The Department said:
jurisdictional regulators are required to act independently on
decisions associated with the administration of relevant jurisdictional
legislation, albeit with requirements to consult with other regulators
in relation to some decisions associated with accreditation matters.
Nonetheless there is a high level national policy expectation that
jurisdictional regulators will work together to achieve a high level of
consistency in the regulatory approach under the Bill.22

7.9

As stated at paragraph 7.5, the absence of legislative recognition of both a RSRP and
the Principal Regulator concept raises that fundamental legislative principle the
Committee routinely considers - Does the Bill have sufficient regard for the institution
of Parliament? Arguably, these important roles should be expressly provided for in
the Bill where the Parliament can give formal recognition and approval to these
features of the administrative framework.

7.10

The Committee is of the view that the roles and functions of the RSRP and the
Principal Regulator could easily be provided for in the Bill in preference to relying on
a “high level... expectation that regulators will work together.” The absence of these
roles in the Bill may raise legal issues arising out of, for example, whether the RSRP
has capacity to direct the Principal Regulator in each jurisdiction.
Finding 2: The Committee finds that the absence of formal recognition of the
roles of the Rail Safety Regulator Panel and the Principal Regulator does not
give sufficient regard to the institution of Parliament.

20

Mr Sean Kinsella, Senior Legislation Officer, Department of Planning, Transcript of Evidence, 8 March
2010, pp10-11.

21

Letter from Mr John Fischer, Executive Director, Transport Industry Policy, Department of Transport, 12
March 2010, p4.

22

Ibid.
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Recommendation 1: The Committee recommends that the responsible
Minister advise the Legislative Council whether it is intended that the roles of
the Rail Safety Regulators Panel and the Principal Regulator will be given
statutory recognition in regulations and if so, identify the regulation making
head of power in the Bill.

Recommendation 2: The Committee recommends that the responsible
Minister advise the Legislative Council how the objective of discontinuing
different accreditation conditions in each jurisdiction is achieved by the Bill.
8

KEY FEATURES OF THE BILL

The Proposed Accreditation Process
8.1

The Minister said the Bill “enforces accreditation requirements that ensure rail
operators have demonstrated the competence and capacity to manage risks to safety
associated with their railway operations”.23 The Committee noted that the proposed
accreditation process provides for rail operators to comply with a set of conditions
across all jurisdictions. However, those rail operators still need to be accredited in
each jurisdiction.

8.2

For Western Australia, the proposed accreditation process may result in three rail
24
operators (Rio Tinto, Robe River and BHP Billiton) being accredited in the eastern
states and not in Western Australia, thereby impacting on the financial viability of the
Office of the Rail Safety Regulator in terms of its current level of service.

8.3

The Committee noted that the Office of the Rail Safety Regulator’s annual budget is
approximately two million dollars, fully cost recovered from industry fees, not
consolidated revenue.25 Mr Phil Ariti, Strategic Policy Analyst, Department of
Transport, explained that there will be a reduction in work by both the Rail Safety
Regulator and the rail operator because although the rail operator works on gaining
accreditation in Queensland or New South Wales that can be recognised in Western
Australia, the Western Australian Rail Safety Regulator still needs to assess that
accreditation, approve it, charge a fee and issue the accreditation. Mr Ariti said:

23

Hon Simon O’Brien MLC, Minister for Transport, Western Australia Legislative Council, Parliamentary
Debates (Hansard), 24 November 2009, pp9574-9576.

24

Historically, these were exempted under state agreements and later by the Rail Safety Act 1998. Three
have been exempted over the past 12 years, but one from amalgamation.

9
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Instead of them having to work through and produce two volumes of
accreditation material for New South Wales then basically rewrite it
and change it for South Australia and then do it again for WA, they
can virtually just do one set and give those copies to each regulator.
So what happens is there is a reduced—and that is the productivity
they are citing here for introducing this bill.
Safety still is at the foremost, which is why they still have to do all
those processes, but in lessening that regulatory requirement or
making it consistent, there is less work involved. Less work for the
operator passes on a benefit for, hopefully, cheaper transport fees.
There will also be less work for the regulator. In other words, if the
New South Wales or Queensland regulator has booked through and
all that accreditation and he has basically said, “Yes, it looks good; it
conforms to our national bills that we are working with and they are
all consistent”, then the regulator here can basically, instead of him
having to do a full-on audit, inspection and rework of all that
accreditation, he can basically say, “Well, I’ll take that on board; I’ll
look through it to check to make sure that everybody has done it
correctly.” So he has a reduced workload as well. Because his
workload goes down, he should then not require to collect the same
amount of fees. Exactly how that will balance out in dollar terms, as
in how much and whether it is $100 000 or $500 000, we would have
to ask the Office of Rail Safety because they are the ones that sort of
run the budget and do the accreditation. But, hopefully, there will not
be a financial burden coming back to the regulators of the state
because they will basically say, “We’re doing less work so we should
take less money. 26
8.4

The Committee is of the view that the Bill remains unclear:
•

as to what happens if one jurisdiction has additional conditions to another
jurisdiction; and

•

given that there is flexibility for the regulator to require additional conditions,
how the Bill then introduces consistency.

25

The Department said that if the Bill is passed, the position of general manager of the Office of Rail Safety
will become the Rail Safety Regulator. The current team of 11 FTEs will remain to support the Director
of Rail Safety.

26

Mr Phil Ariti, Strategic Policy Analyst, Department of Transport, Transcript of Evidence, 8 March 2010,
p6.
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Penalties
8.5

The Committee noted that the penalties in Part 4 and (with respect to penalties
generally), the penalties for individuals were determined in the first instance by the
National Transport Commission’s Principles for Setting Penalties for Rail Safety
Breaches. The Department explained that:
… it is in a matrix form with different levels of severity. Essentially, it
determines the relativity of each of the penalties, not so much as the
amount but certainly the relative severity of the non-compliance
activity. We use that as a basis. We also look at the penalties under
the Occupational Safety and Health Act. We also looked at the rail
safety legislation adopted nationally. It is really about trying to make
the best fit.27

8.6

The Committee noted that penalties in the Bill for a body corporate are either 10 times
or greater than the penalty provided to an individual and that this is a standard across
the nation. In what the Department referred to as an “unlikely” 28 prosecution, the
fines will be paid into the consolidated revenue.

8.7

In its submission, the Perth Electric Tramway Society (Inc) expressed concern at the
lack of scaleability in corporate fines given that the rail industry comprises a diverse
range of operations from heavy commercial freight and passenger railways to small
stand alone volunteer-run heritage operators.29 The Committee confirmed that section
92 of the Sentencing Act 1995 provides for a fine to be a maximum and that volunteers
running a heritage railway like the Perth Electric Tramway Society are not liable to be
prosecuted.30

9

KEY CLAUSES IN THE BILL

9.1

The Committee provides the following commentary on a number of clauses in the Bill
in order to assist debate.

27

Mr Bruce Chan, Director, Land Transport Policy, Department of Transport, Transcript of Evidence, 8
March 2010, p15.

28

“Unlikely” because there has not been a prosecution to date and not likely to be. Mr Sean Kinsella,
Senior Legislation Officer, Department of Planning said in his Transcript of Evidence, 8 March 2010 at
p15: “Railways generally want to operate safely. It costs them millions of dollars to have accidents.
Where there are problems, the Office of Rail Safety works by consensus with the railways and they
traditionally and historically have always sorted them out. They have never felt like going to
prosecution.”

29

Submission No 4 from Mr Michael Stukely, President, Perth Electric Tramway Society (Inc), 11 January
2010, p1.

30

Under clause 189(9) of the Bill.
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The Long Title
9.2

Amongst other things, the Long Title states that the Bill is for “An Act to make
provision for rail safety and other matters that form part of a system of nationally
consistent rail safety laws…”. The Committee considered whether the Bill derogates
from State sovereignty. Derogation involves detracting from or taking away part of
what has previously existed.31 In a sense, all uniform legislation has this effect.

9.3

The former Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and General Purposes
pointed out in its Report No.19 that:
… where a State Parliament is not informed of the negotiations prior
to entering the agreement and is pressured to pass uniform bills by
the actions of the Executive, its superiority to the Executive can be
undermined.32

9.4

That former Committee identified derogation in State Parliament sovereignty in:
•

fiscal imperatives to pass uniform legislation;

•

limited time frames for consideration of uniform legislation; and

•

lack of notice and detailed information as to negotiations inhibiting Members
formulating questions and performing their legislative scrutiny role,33

stating:
… it is important to take into account the role of the Western
Australian Parliament in determining the appropriate balance
between the advantages to the State in enacting uniform laws, and the
degree to which Parliament, as legislature, loses its autonomy
through the mechanisms used to achieve uniform laws.
The Committee, while prevented by the standing orders from
examining the policy behind a uniform law, is in a position to alert
the Council to the constitutional issues associated with particular
forms of uniform laws as they are introduced.34

31

Dr P Nygh and P Butt, Butterworths Australian Legal Dictionary, Butterworths, Australia, 1997, p350.

32

Legislative Council, Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and General Purposes, Report 19,
Uniform Legislation and Supporting Documents, 27 August 2004, p11.

33

Ibid.

34

Ibid.
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Finding 3: The Committee finds that the Bill (to the extent that the Model Bill
was varied to State requirements) protected State sovereignty when the
legislative proposal was approved subject to the majority of the conditions
listed at paragraph 5.2. However, the ability of the Rail Safety Regulator
Panel and the Principal Regulator to direct the Western Australian regulator
on accreditation matters has the potential to derogate from State sovereignty.
Clause 2
9.5

The Committee queried the two different proclamation dates for interface coordination. Mr Bruce Chan, Director, Land Transport Policy, Department of
Transport said:
One of them is for interface coordination between rail and rail
operators — rail operators and rail operators. You get two rail
operators running through. A rail operator can be below rail or
above rail. The one operating trains is above rail; the one
maintaining the track is below rail. There is some interface there.
Twelve months for rail-to-rail operations; 36 months for rail and
road transport operators. This is mainly because there is a vast
spectrum of road managers out there. It ranges from the Main Roads
people, local government, to a farmer who runs his own private road
across a railway line. Number one is numbers of road managers out
there. Number two — there are also the degrees of people who are
capable of agreeing to an interface agreement. You cannot ask a
farmer, “What is your interface agreement with WestNet Rail running
your road across the track?” It is very difficult for them. This has
been agreed nationally. We are allowed three years to do that.35

Clause 5
9.6

The Committee noted that sub-clauses (2)-(6) are not in the Model Bill but are carried
over from the Rail Safety Act 1998. These sub-clauses allow the Minister to exempt
specified persons or railways from the Bill on certain conditions and that the person
must not contravene a condition imposed under them. The Department explained that
in the past 12 years of the Rail Safety Act 1998, no conditions were imposed because
the three exempted operators were governed under the Mines Safety and Inspection
Act 1994.

9.7

In a submission, the Australian Rail, Tram and Bus Industry Union suggested that if
there are to be exemptions, these be the subject of amendments to the primary Act, not

35

Mr Bruce Chan, Director, Land Transport Policy, Department of Transport, Transcript of Evidence, 8
March 2010, p9.
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via subsidiary legislation.36 This raises that fundamental legislative principle the
Committee routinely considers - Does the Bill allow the delegation of legislative
power only in appropriate cases and to appropriate persons? That is, the matters to
be dealt with by regulations should not contain matters that should be in the Act, not
subsidiary legislation.
9.8

The Department said:
It is not a case that these three railways were exempted from the Act.
The Act did not exist when they were created. They were created in
the 1960s when there was no Rail Safety Act because all the other
railways were government railways. To regulate safety they were
regulated under the Mines Safety and Inspection Act. The railway
from Newman to Port Hedland was considered to be part of the Mt
Newman mine. When the Rail Safety Act was introduced in 1998 as a
result of the privatisation of railways, rather than make these guys go
through the whole process of accreditation, they were given
exemptions until a future date when it was convenient.
When Rio Tinto took over Hamersley and Robe River, it created a
single railway after the inception of the Rail Safety Act and it was
required to meet the provisions of the Rail Safety Act. The railways
that had the exemptions no longer existed. The main reason that BHP
is agreeing to come under the provisions of Rail Safety Act is that it
has merged with Rio and they want to create a single rail entity. In
the meantime, they have agreed that they will go through the
accreditation process.37
Finding 4: The Committee finds that the delegation to the Minister in
subclauses 5(2-4) is appropriate.

Subclause 28(3)(c)(i)
9.9

The Committee observed that the Model Bill does not contain an absolute prohibition
against alcohol in the workplace. Subclause 28(3)(c)(i) appears to be stating that a
person can be on duty, carrying out rail safety work with a less than prescribed level
of alcohol in their bloodstream. This means a person could have an alcoholic drink
whilst on duty. The Department said:
We have followed the model bill, which basically leaves that to
regulations to prescribe an amount. As part of accreditation, every

36

Submission No 5 from Australian Rail, Tram and Bus Industry Union, 11 January 2010, p5.

37

Mr Sean Kinsella, Senior Legislation Officer, Department of Planning, Transcript of Evidence, 8 March
2010, p14.
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rail company has to have a drug and alcohol management policy.
One assumes that every railway will say, “Thou shalt not have a beer
in the cab of a train or anywhere else anywhere near a train or eight
hours before one comes to work.”
The accreditation process will require the company to have a plan for
managing drug and alcohol use and abuse. Under today’s regime,
railways do random breath testing of employees fronting up for work.
In the regulations that go with this bill, our rail safety regulator wants
a regulation whereby railways have to report the percentage of
employees each quarter who are randomly breath-tested before
starting duty or while actively on duty. We come from the model bill
where that absolute prohibition is not contained in the model bill, and
we have had no reason to go anywhere else. In WA, the current
legislation sets a prescribed blood alcohol limit of 0.02 per cent that
is considered to be in breach of the law. We have pretty much just
gone down that track. We have had no reason to vary from the model
bill
…
The old bill says, “Thou shalt not come to work with a blood alcohol
level of more than the prescribed standard.” The model bill says that
rail safety operators need to have programs to try, as far as
practicable, to stop people operating rail safety work with a blood
alcohol level greater than that prescribed. There is a difference in
emphasis. Here we are with a rail operator with an accreditation. If
they lose accreditation, they cannot operate their multimillion-dollar
railway. At the moment the rail safety regulator is monitoring the
level of random blood alcohol testing in railways and occasionally
people are getting caught. It is the same as many other industries
such as aviation. Pilots and air traffic controllers cannot operate
under the influence of alcohol and may not come to work less than
eight hours after their last drink. In real life, that does not stop them
being as drunk as a monkey eight hours before they come to work as
long as they are not drunk when they come to work. You are right—
there is no absolute prohibition.38
Clause 77
9.10

The Australian Rail Tram and Bus Industry Union submitted that clause 77 omits an
express reference to the units of competence recognised under the “Australian Quality

38

Mr Sean Kinsella, Senior Legislation Officer, Department of Planning, Transcript of Evidence, 8 March
2010, p16.
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Training Framework within the meaning of the Skilling Australia’s Workforce Act
2005 of the Commonwealth.”39 Instead subclause 77(2) provides that:
… the competence of a rail safety worker to carry out rail safety work
must be assessed —
(a) by reference to any qualification or any units of competence
recognised under the regulations applicable to the rail safety work to
be carried out; and
(b) by reference to the knowledge and skills of the rail safety worker
that would enable the worker to carry out the rail safety work safely.
9.11

This agreed variation from the Model Bill raises that fundamental legislative principle
the Committee routinely considers - Does the Bill allow the delegation of legislative
power only in appropriate cases and to appropriate persons? That is, whether the
matters to be dealt with by the Governor under regulations should be in the Act, not
subsidiary legislation.

9.12

The Minister stated the reference to the “Australian Quality Training Framework was
not inserted because of the “unique circumstances encountered by the tourism and
heritage sector” in Western Australia.40 The Department gave an example of these
unique circumstances.
There is a tourist railway in Kojonup and it runs one or two weekends
a year. In fact, it is not pulled by a loco; it is actually pulled by what
we call a mini moke, like a little car. But the rolling stock is very
different; it is unique and it just runs on a very short track. To
actually require the operator to be trained and to be qualified under
the Australian quality training framework is just ridiculous.
… this little thing happens two weekends in a year; it just does not
make sense. I can give you other examples like the Whiteman Park
issues and so on where some of the locos are so old that there are
really no training courses that provide for training of those locos; in
fact, people are trained by people who speak from experience in
running that train and this is what we are arguing. In fact, this is an
agreed local variation by ATC.41

39

Submission No 5 from Australian Rail, Tram and Bus Industry Union, 11 January 2010, p12.

40

Hon Simon O’Brien MLC, Minister for Transport, Western Australia Legislative Council, Parliamentary
Debates (Hansard), 24 November 2009, p9575.

41

Mr Bruce Chan, Director, Land Transport Policy, Department of Transport, Transcript of Evidence, 8
March 2010, p18.
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Finding 5: The Committee finds that the delegation in subclause 77(2)(a) to
the Governor to make regulations recognising units of competency units is
appropriate.
Clause 78
9.13

9.14

Copied from the Model Bill, this clause requires rail safety workers to produce “a
form of identification” when requested to do so by a rail safety officer. The penalty
for non production is a fine of $2,000. The Committee observed that:
•

subclause 26(4) requires rail safety officers to carry their identification card
but allows them to produce it “as soon as practicable”;42 and

•

subclause 140(3) allows an independent investigator or authorised officer to
produce their certificate of appointment “as soon as practicable” after a
request.

The Committee queried the rationale for why rail safety workers cannot produce their
identification “as soon as practicable” the same as rail safety officers and authorised
officers, especially given the amount of the fine. The Department justified what at
first glance appears to be an inequitable clause in the following terms:
A rail safety worker essentially is doing work that affects rail safety.
The element of rail safety hinges on the worker being qualified to do
the work, whereas with the rail safety officer, it is really an
identification of who the person is and not the person’s safety
capabilities—not the work that the person is doing. We are talking
about two different types of risks altogether.
My second comment is that we would think that 99 out of 100 times,
the rail safety officer would in fact have his ID on him. Thirdly, most
likely the independent investigator would be on the scene within hours
of being appointed and before any sort of ID can be issued to him. So,
the nature of the work; the risk of the work involved; and the
practicality of requiring an investigator who has been appointed by
the minister that day to acquire a certificate before he goes onto the
43
site.

9.15

The Committee considered the scenario of a worker accidentally leaving their
identification card at home when on an interstate trip. The Department sees this as “a

42

Replicated from the Model Bill.

43

Mr Bruce Chan, Director, Land Transport Policy, Department of Transport, Transcript of Evidence, 8
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matter between the worker and his/her foreman”44 and disclosed that the proposed rail
safety worker identification card is still in development. As safety is paramount, it
will have on the reverse, or attached to it, the worker’s qualifications so that a
supervisor or an auditor can look at the work being undertaken and use it as
verification.
9.16

It is clear that the identification card is not so much about identity, but qualifications,
skills and competencies. For this reason, the Committee considered whether there
should be an onus on the rail safety officer to check for qualifications, skills and
competencies via an electronic database device whilst onsite rather than the onus
being on the worker to provide the identification card. This way, if the card is
accidentally left at home, the rail safety officer’s database is a secondary source of
verification.

9.17

The $2,000 fine for not producing a form of identification on request is onerous on rail
workers and raises issues of equity and parity with others in the Bill who can produce
their identification at a later time.

9.18

The Committee is not convinced that other measures have been fully explored to
enable a rail safety worker to produce a form of identification when it is requested by
a rail safety officer. The Committee’s suggestion of an electronic database of skills,
qualifications and competencies as an alternative source of identification was not
considered seriously during the hearing with the Department. The Committee is of the
view that the Bill understates the importance of the need for a rail safety officer to
carry identification at all times and similarly, the independent investigator or
authorised officer’s certificate of appointment.
9.19

The Committee finds that the distinction between:

•

rail safety officers, independent investigators and authorised officers
appointed by the Minister being allowed onsite without (respectively) their
identification or certificates of appointment; and

•

the rail safety worker whose skills, qualifications and competencies are
already known and documented at the time of employment,
has not been adequately drawn or explained for the purposes of identification.

44
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Recommendation 3: The Committee recommends that the responsible
Minister advise the Legislative Council the difference between rail safety
officers, independent investigators and authorised officers being allowed to
produce their respective identification at a later time; and rail safety workers
who are given no such opportunity.

Recommendation 4: The Committee recommends that clause 78 of the Bill be
amended in the following manner:
Page 67, after line 19 - To insert (3) If it is not practicable for a rail safety worker to produce the identification
on being requested to do so, the rail safety worker must produce it as soon as
practicable after the request is made.
Subclause 83(2)
9.20

This subclause states that the level of investigation a rail transport operator undertakes
“must be determined by the severity and potential consequences of the notifiable
occurrence as well as by other similar occurrences and its focus should be to
determine the cause and contributing factors, rather than to apportion blame”. The
Committee noted that this subclause is copied from the Model Bill but the statement:
“its focus should be to determine the cause and contributing factors, rather than to
apportion blame” has the character of a policy statement, not an enforceable law.

9.21

The Committee is of the view that to say the focus of an investigation “should” be
determined by something rather than “must” be determined leaves “blame” open and
that such a policy statement is better suited to an objects clause.

9.22

The Department agreed that this clause is “advisory or guidance material”,45 not
substantive, the rationale for its inclusion being that it is in the Model Bill and that
objects clauses are no longer a preferred drafting practice in Western Australia.46
Finding 6: The Committee finds that subclause 83(2) is not an enforceable
law.

45

Mr Sean Kinsella, Senior Legislation Officer, Department of Planning, Transcript of Evidence, 8 March
2010, p19.
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Explanatory Memorandum to the Bill, p6.
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Clause 88
9.23

This clause allows a rail safety officer to search and inspect places and things at
railway premises. Copied from the Model Bill, the clause does not allow the occupier
to observe the search and inspection. This may be compared with the occupier under
clause 146 who is entitled to be present during an inspection by an independent
investigator inspecting railway premises or other premises.

9.24

The Department said:
Clause 88 is in the model bill and we copied it. Clause [sic] 145 we
wrote. Whilst the model bill does not give the occupier of a railway
workshop the right to accompany the investigator, neither does it
prevent that. It does actually say that there is nothing to stop the
investigator looking at two places at once; in other words, so that the
guy cannot watch everything they are doing. There is some indication
that a rail safety investigator may want to be looking at something
without the occupier looking over his shoulder. Neither of the
provisions prevents the occupier from accompanying the
investigator.47
… the other difference, too, of course, is that one of them is about a
railway premises—tracks and guards and so on—and the other is
perhaps a little more personal and is about his own residential
premises.48

9.25

The Committee is of the view that neither argument is justified and that the occupier
in clause 88 should, for parity reasons be afforded the same or similar observer status
as the occupier under clause 146.
The Committee makes the following
recommendation on the basis that it is a local variation and does not impact on the
uniformity of the Bill.
Recommendation 5: The Committee recommends that clause 88 of the Bill be
amended in the following manner:
Page 76, after line 34 - To insert (3) If a place is entered under subsection (1) and the occupier is present at the
place, the occupier is entitled to observe the inspection.

47

Mr Sean Kinsella, Senior Legislation Officer, Department of Planning, Transcript of Evidence, 8 March
2010, p20.
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Mr Bruce Chan, Director, Land Transport Policy, Department of Transport, Transcript of Evidence, 8
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Clause 93
9.26

9.27

The Committee noted that the Model Bill expressly provides for Magistrates to issue
search warrants yet the Bill uses the term “justice” meaning ‘Justice of the Peace’.49
That term has been carried over from the Railway Safety Act 1998. The Committee
queried this significant variation from the Model Bill. The Department had two
competing explanations.
•

Firstly, that it is merely a local, administrative variation.50

•

Secondly, that this was done at the initiative of the Parliamentary Counsel on
the basis most warrants in Western Australia are issued by justices and that
“to put in the word “magistrates” would actually limit the ability at certain
times of the day and night for an investigator to get a warrant, in that having
to stir up a magistrate at one o’clock on a Monday morning might not be as
easy as finding a justice of the peace that the local police station uses”.51 [It
was] “to make it easier for the investigator to get a warrant”.52

The Committee noted the 2004 Kennedy Royal Commission:
•

recommended applications for search warrants be made to Magistrates and
other designated persons, rather than all Justices of the Peace (JPs);

•

cited instances of search warrants being forged, obtained on false or
misleading information and blank warrants signed by obliging JPs; and

•

described JPs as invariably lay persons with no particular legal skill, who
often seem to achieve a state of inappropriate familiarity with police officers
with whom they deal regularly.53

9.28

The question of who should issue search warrants was raised by the former Standing
Committee on Legislation during its Inquiry into the Criminal Investigation Bill 2005,
Criminal Investigation (Consequential Provisions) Bill 2005 and Criminal and Found

49

Magistrates are ex officio Justices of the Peace under section 12(1)(e) of the Justices of the Peace Act
2004.

50

Mr Bruce Chan, Director, Land Transport Policy, Department of Transport, Transcript of Evidence, 8
March 2010, p21.
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Mr Sean Kinsella, Senior Legislation Officer, Department of Planning, Transcript of Evidence, 8 March
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Ibid, p21.
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Property Disposal Bill 2005 in 2006.54 Evidence obtained by that committee included
the following:
•

Comments by Ms Judith Fordham, Law Society Councillor, that: “Concerns
have been sometimes expressed even about the absolute independence of
certain justices of the peace because they are physically located at police
headquarters and, I guess, co-exist”.55

•

Comments by Mr Steven Heath, Chief Magistrate, Magistrates Court of
Western Australia, addressing a visiting, Victorian parliamentary committee
conducting its own Inquiry into Warrant Powers and Procedures, who said:
The concern is, particularly in country towns but not necessarily restricted to
that, there is a close relationship between the local police force and the
[JPs].56

•

Clarification from the Law Society about the practicality of magistrates
issuing search warrants, given the problems of servicing rural and remote
areas of Western Australia. Ms Judith Fordham, Law Society Councillor, said
“Gone are the days when one had to send carrier pigeons to get messages
through. It need not necessarily be done by written submission. We have the
capacity to seek warrants by telephone. It is almost inconceivable that a
situation would arise in which it is not possible to communicate in one way or
another. Of course, there are provisions in circumstances of emergencies if
there is a concern about someone’s life being in danger to enter premises in
those sorts of circumstances. I do not see that that is a real issue in this day.57

•

Comments by Mr Steven Heath, Chief Magistrate, Magistrates Court of
Western Australia, who said: The size of our state and the isolation of some of
our areas is often put up as the reason for the police practice of going to JPs
to obtain search warrants and whilst that may well have been the case in the
days when technology was not what it is today, I think it is significant that the
royal commission into police conduct in this state included in the final report
a recommendation that search warrants should no longer be issued by
justices but by magistrates. It is very rare for the police to come to a
magistrate for a search warrant as opposed to members of the Federal Police

54

The Report was tabled on 20 September 2006.
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Ms Judith Fordham, Law Society Councillor, Transcript of Evidence, Inquiry into the Criminal
Investigation Bill 2005, Criminal Investigation (Consequential Provisions) Bill 2005 and Criminal and
Found Property Disposal Bill 2005, 2 August 2006, p2.
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Mr Steven Heath, Chief Magistrate, Magistrates Court of Western Australia, Transcript of Public
Hearings, Victorian Parliament Law Reform Committee, Inquiry into Warrant Powers and Procedures, 3
September 2004, p141.
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and commonwealth prosecuting agencies, who only come to magistrates. The
standard of the documentation of the case that they present is much higher
and more comprehensive. Most of it is only hearsay and is from cases I have
heard discussed about what has happened in front of justices where an
affidavit is not presented. It is quite often given just on a policeman’s
statement, the justice taking a few notes and then granting the warrant. It is a
clear contrast to that. The only police warrants we see on a regular basis are
from the police internal inquiries branch. They make a practice of coming to a
magistrate and supporting their applications for warrants with affidavits.
While I would say they are not quite to the standard of the federal
applications, they are getting there. The only other ones we tend to see are
where they are making an application for a covert warrant.58
9.29

In the Report of the former Standing Committee on Legislation’s Inquiry into the
Criminal Investigation Bill 2005, Criminal Investigation (Consequential Provisions)
Bill 2005 and Criminal and Found Property Disposal Bill 2005, a majority of the
committee then comprising Hons Peter Collier, Giz Watson and George Cash, MLCs,
said they:
remain concerned with the policy decision to retain JPs issuing
search warrants despite the recommendation of the Kennedy Royal
Commission and the views of the Chief Magistrate. However, this is a
matter the majority of the Committee accept as being precluded from
further inquiry.59
Hon Giz Watson MLC made a minority, statutory form amendment recommendation
“that magistrates rather than JPs issue search warrants”.60 However, this amendment
recommendation was negatived by the House.

9.30

During debate, the then former government said:
There are real resourcing and practical operational reasons that it is
not in a position to support it. If the committee were to proceed down
this path, significant additional expenditure would be required

58

Mr Steven Heath, Chief Magistrate, Magistrates Court of Western Australia, Transcript of Public
Hearings, Victorian Parliament Law Reform Committee, Inquiry into Warrant Powers and Procedures, 3
September 2004, p137.
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Western Australia, Legislative Council, Standing Committee on Legislation, Report 4, Inquiry into the
Criminal Investigation Bill 2005, Criminal Investigation (Consequential Provisions) Bill 2005 and
Criminal and Found Property Disposal Bill 2005, 20 September 2006, p27.
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because we would need additional magistrates in order to give effect
to this.61
9.31

The then former opposition government said:
From an opposition viewpoint, we supported strongly the principles
that have been enunciated by Hon Giz Watson, but we also
recognised the resourcing question that needed to be addressed by the
government. I believe it is important to say to the government, so that
it is clearly on notice, that the opposition will make moves in due
course to tighten up the issuing of search warrants by JPs, and if it is
at all feasible, we will move all the way, as proposed by Hon Giz
Watson, to require magistrates to issue such search warrants. The
opposition did not support the amendment because it recognises that
within the policy of the bill the government has not made provision
for the additional magistrates that the parliamentary secretary says
are required. I want to make the opposition’s view on this amendment
clear because the same amendment will appear on a number of
occasions as we work through this bill. I again inform the government
that the opposition is not happy that the government is not acting on
this matter today. We recognise that insufficient resources exist at this
stage. We call on the government to provide those additional
resources and to see that the question relating to justice is
dramatically improved when search warrants are issued.62

9.32

The Committee draws to the attention of the House that retaining the current practice
of JPs issuing search warrants rather than magistrates, fails to give statutory effect to
the recommendation of the Kennedy Royal Commission. This does not meet the
standard set by that Commission which is to minimise “corruption opportunity”63
between JPs and those who apply for warrants.

9.33

The Committee acknowledges that the decision to retain JPs is a policy decision of the
Government and to use Magistrates may have resourcing implications. Although an
agreed local variation, the use of JPs is contrary to the Model Bill.

61

Hon Sue Ellery MLC, then Parliamentary Secretary, Western Australia Legislative Council,
Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), 17 October 2006, pp6990b-7006a.
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Hon George Cash, MLC, then Liberal Opposition, Western Australia Legislative Council, Parliamentary
Debates (Hansard), 17 October 2006, pp6990b-7006a.
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Clause 118
9.34

This clause is replicated from the Model Bill. It concerns a rail safety officer giving
an oral direction about a safety matter instead of a written notice. The clause requires
the rail safety officer to “tell” the person to cease and desist from doing an act and the
reason. The person must then comply or a fine of $28,000 applies.

9.35

The Committee noted that the rail safety officer is neither compelled to advise that
non compliance is an offence,64 nor that the fine at the time of the oral direction is
$28,000.65 This is in contrast to the prohibition notice in subclause 116(4)(e) which
sets out that the notice must contain the penalty. So too with an improvement notice
in subclause 111(4)(e).

9.36

The Department gave the context of this clause:
In practical terms a person would be advised that. First of all, we
have to bear in mind that the oral direction is only going to be given
where it is not reasonable or practical to issue a written notice. That
is what clause 118(1) says. Subclause (2) says that he must comply
unless there is a reasonable excuse. Subclause (3) gives him a
reasonable excuse if he was not told at the time he commits an
offence.
This is making allowance for the fact that in a moment where it is not
feasible to issue a written notice, because obviously there is some
urgency, the guy might not tell the fellow that it is an offence, and the
person receiving direction might not ask that question, and then he
does have a defence to a prosecution because he can say that he was
never told it was an offence and he did not know he was committing
an offence.66

9.37

Mr Phil Ariti, Strategic Policy Analyst, Department of Transport, said:
One thing to note is that the principle here is that you have an
authority that has come on site and is seeing something going terribly
wrong. It is in the interests of the state to say, “This is going to be a
big problem unless you stop now or you do what I tell you
immediately.” That is why you say it is an oral direction. You do not
want to complicate that situation much more with having to remember

64

This may be contrasted with a similar scenario at subclause 154(10) which requires an authorised person
to advise that non compliance with a direction to provide bodily specimens is an offence.

65

This is similar to subclause 165(2) which requires an independent investigator to give an oral direction
but not verbally advise of the fine.
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or stipulate specific levels of fines. The focus should actually be on
what is happening and fixing it. Saying, “If you don’t do this, there’s
a penalty involved”, is more a case of having progressed past trying
to fix it and being at the point of disagreement. Adding just the
quantum of what the fine is, is going past what the initial focus should
be, which is a rail safety issue at hand that needs to be resolved.67
9.38

The Committee is of the view that because safety is the paramount consideration,
compliance with an oral prohibition notice would be instantly achieved by telling the
person that non compliance is an offence carrying a fine of up to $28,000. Given that
a rail safety officer need not immediately produce identification, questions as to
his/her identity and authority to give an oral direction may arise. The Committee does
not agree with the Department that “in practical terms”68 a rail safety worker would be
advised the amount of the fine. Certainty is preferred and for this reason the
Committee recommends that the rail safety officer advise the person:
•

that it is an offence to do or not to do a stated act; and

•

that the penalty for non compliance is a fine of $28,000.
Recommendation 6: The Committee recommends that subclause 118(1) of the
Bill be amended in the following manner:
Page 97, line 15 - To delete “.” and insert ; and
Page 97, after line 15 - To insert (e) that it is an offence to do or not to do the stated act; and
(f) that the penalty for an offence is a fine of $28,000 for an individual and for
a body corporate, $280,000.

Subclauses 126(1) and (2)
9.39

Subclause 126(1) requires a person to give personal details, information and
documents but if the person refuses, he or she cannot rely on the common law
privilege that the information or documents might incriminate. This raises that

67

Mr Phil Ariti, Strategic Policy Analyst, Department of Transport, Transcript of Evidence, 8 March 2010,
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fundamental legislative principle the Committee routinely considers - Does the
legislation have sufficient regard to the rights and liberties of individuals by providing
appropriate protection against self-incrimination?69
9.40

The privilege against self-incrimination is:
The common law right of a person not to answer questions or produce
material which may tend to incriminate the person of a criminal
offence or expose the person to a civil penalty.70

9.41

The Department justified ousting this important legal principle by stating:
The bill envisages finding out the causes or the contributing factors to
accidents or to why a situation that is not safe exists on the railway. It
is about saving lives and, ultimately, very expensive property. The bill
envisages that that comes ahead of a person’s right not to incriminate
himself. Again, I consulted in-house with lawyers and the point was
made to me that the right not to self-incriminate is not an inalienable
right. Many Acts take that away from people.71

9.42

The Committee noted that subclause 126(2) provides a person with ‘compensatory
protection’72 against the harshness of subclause 126(1) in that information obtained or
document produced are inadmissible in criminal proceedings against the person if the
person claims privilege.

9.43

There are two forms of compensatory protection which may be created by a statute
when the privilege against self-incrimination is abrogated. These are:

69

Fundamental Legislative Principle No.6, see Appendix 4. The Committee noted two other subclauses
dealing with abrogating this privilege. They are subclause 153(8) which requires a person to undergo a
medical examination and if the person refuses, he/she cannot rely on the common law privilege against
self-incrimination. Also subclause 154(8) which requires a person to undergo blood and urine testing and
if the person refuses, the person cannot rely on the common law privilege that results from the
examination might incriminate under subclause 154(9).
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Dr P Nygh and P Butt, Butterworths Australian Legal Dictionary, Butterworths, Australia, 1997, p924
citing Sorby v Commonwealth (1983) CLR 281. For further consideration of the historical basis of the
privilege against self-incrimination see Western Australia, Legislative Council, Standing Committee on
Uniform Legislative and General Purposes, Report 5, National Crime Authority (State Provisions)
Amendment Bill 2002, November 2002, pp14-17.
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Mr Sean Kinsella, Senior Legislation Officer, Department of Planning, Transcript of Evidence, 8 March
2010, pp23-24.
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The phrase ‘compensatory protection’ in the context of the abrogation of the privilege against selfincrimination was referred to in A v Boulton (2004) 204 ALR 598 at 613 citing Mansfield v Australian
Crime Commission [2003] FCA 1057; BC 200305747 and at 616. Similarly, clause 153(9) mitigates the
harshness by providing that any evidence from a medical examination is not admissible in civil or
criminal proceedings.
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9.44

•

direct (or immediate) use immunity - this constitutes immunity from a
prosecution that could otherwise be commenced on the basis of the documents
produced or the answers given; and

•

indirect (or derivative) use immunity - this prevents evidence sourced from
the self-incriminating documents or answers being used to support a
prosecution against the person.73

The Committee notes that clause 126 is limited to direct use immunity and draws to
the attention of the Legislative Council the abrogation of the privilege against selfincrimination in clause 126 but notes the compensatory protection in the form of direct
use immunity.

Subclauses 127(6) and (7)
Statutory Interpretation
9.45

These subclauses state:
(6) The reasonable costs of conducting the investigation [into a rail
safety matter] are recoverable jointly or severally from any one or
more rail transport operators responsible for the railway operations
concerned.
(7) The CEO may, in a court of competent jurisdiction, recover the
costs that are recoverable under subsection (6) as a debt due to the
Crown.

9.46

In a submission, the Australasian Railway Association Inc argued that the cost of the
investigation into a rail safety matter should be borne by the Government because it is
a public interest investigation and in any event, the operator(s) will conduct their own
inquiry.74

9.47

The Department claims that these subclauses reflect a discretionary approach to cost
recovering the investigation.75 Mr Phil Ariti, Strategic Policy Analyst, Department of
Transport, said:
We have questioned the PCO on the use of the words “investigation
are recoverable” in this subclause and its interpretation of “are
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Western Australia, Legislative Council, Standing Committee on Uniform Legislative and General
Purposes, Report 5, National Crime Authority (State Provisions) Amendment Bill 2002, November 2002,
p16.

74

Submission No 1 from the Australasian Railway Association Inc, 21 December 2009, p1.

75

Mr Bruce Chan, Director, Land Transport Policy, Department of Transport, Transcript of Evidence, 8
March 2010, p24.
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recoverable” is that it is akin to “may be recovered”. In other words,
“are recoverable” does not mean that it must be recovered.
9.48

The Committee disagrees, noting that from a first principles statutory interpretation
perspective, if a different word is used in a provision, it means something different.
The Committee is of the view that subclause 127(6) does not use the term “may”,
which, under section 56(1) of the Interpretation Act 1984, would import a discretion.76
The subclause is stating that costs will be recovered, either jointly or severally and not
any other option. The only discretion in these subclauses is that the CEO “may”
recover the costs that “are” recoverable in a court.

9.49

Mr Sean Kinsella, Senior Legislation Officer, Department of Planning said:
When this clause was taken to public consultation, the industry did
object. We wrote to parliamentary counsel and said, “In view of
industry’s objections, we are happy to remove that clause.” He
refused. His answer was, “If the cost is recoverable and
subsection (7) says the CEO ‘may’ recover it, the word ‘may’ in
legislation gives him the option of not recovering. Therefore, it is
better to leave it there to give the option of recovering if you want to
recover, but if you decide as a matter of policy that you will not
recover, that is okay.” That is where that stood. We had a stand-off.
We really wanted to take that out.
Parliamentary counsel suggested it was in everybody’s interests that
it be left there—or not in everybody’s interests; obviously not the rail
operators. We agreed there could be cases in which a significant rail
accident might be caused by somebody who was not a rail operator;
for instance, a person driving a car across a level crossing, causing
one train to brake savagely, derail and hit another train. That could
all be the cause of somebody who has got nothing to do with the
railways. That is where that ended.
We gave way because parliamentary counsel just simply refused to
take that out on those grounds—that it is not actually necessary to
recover. 77

9.50

The Committee is of the view that subclause 127(6) mandates cost recovery yet this is
contrary to the ‘no blame’ policy objective of the Bill. If the intention is to exercise a
discretion about whether or not to charge the rail transport operators, then subclause

76

It states: “Where in a written law the word ‘may’ is used in conferring a power, such word shall be
interpreted to imply that the power so conferred may be exercised or not, at discretion.”
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Mr Sean Kinsella, Senior Legislation Officer, Department of Planning, Transcript of Evidence, 8 March
2010, p25.
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(6) should say “the reasonable costs of conducting the investigation may be
recoverable” rather than “are recoverable”. For this reason the Committee makes the
following recommendation:
Recommendation 7: The Committee recommends that subclause 127(6) be
amended in the following manner:
Page 103, lines 4 to 5 - To delete “are recoverable” and insert may be recovered
Industry Funded Investigations
9.51

The Department referred to a scheme of industry funding special investigations with
the use of accreditation funds, giving the following example:
[There is a] collision of two trains into which there is a special
investigation—the questions are: do you charge the investigation to
the two railway companies or do you charge it generally, because you
are looking at no blame, or do you want to make sure that this will
never happen again?
[The Australasian Railway Association Inc] has, in fact, come out in
support of industry funding being provided to special investigations,
generally, perhaps, from funds collected through accreditation.78

9.52

The Committee noted that a proposed scheme of industry funding special
investigations, (meritorious or otherwise) is absent in the Bill but may form part of the
administrative regime referred to at paragraph 7.5 that is beyond the oversight of the
Parliament. The Committee is of the view that if the policy objective of the Bill is not
to apportion blame and that an industry investigation fund is a solution, then the Bill
should prescribe the detail of that fund.
Recommendation 8: The Committee recommends that the Minister provide
the House with details of the proposed industry investigation fund.

Reconciling “blame” with cost recovery
9.53

The Committee considered how to reconcile mandatory cost recovery in subclauses
127(6) and (7) with clause 128 which states that the independent investigator “is not to
apportion blame”. That is, in recovering costs from the rail transport operators
responsible for the railway operations concerned, a judgment as to blame is a
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Mr Bruce Chan, Director, Land Transport Policy, Department of Transport, Transcript of Evidence, 8
March 2010, pp24-25.
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necessary prerequisite to undertaking cost recovery. These clauses are irreconcilable
because the independent investigator has to apportion blame before the decision is
made to cost recover either jointly or severally.
Recommendation 9: The Committee recommends that the Minister explain
how subclause 127(6) can be reconciled with the ‘no blame’ policy objective of
the Bill.
Clause 129
9.54

This clause reads as follows:
129. Advise as to immediate action that is required
If in the course of an investigation an independent investigator
reasonably believes that immediate action is required to prevent an
occurrence involving the rolling stock or rail infrastructure of a rail
transport operator that could result in, or that has the potential to
result in, the death of, or injury to, any person, or in damage to any
property or equipment the independent investigator may, in writing,
advise the CEO, the Rail Safety Regulator and the rail transport
operator that that action is required.

9.55

This clause raises that fundamental legislative principle the Committee routinely
considers - Is the Bill unambiguous and drafted in a sufficiently clear and precise
way?79 The Committee noted that this clause is one very long sentence of 84 words; it
is difficult to read and has a minor grammatical error at Line 9 where the word “in” is
unnecessarily repeated at the end of that Line.

9.56

The Department advised that the Parliamentary Counsel “would be hesitant to change
it as they drafted it in that form which is the basis for believing it is sufficient as is”.80
The Committee recommends the following reformatting of the clause:
129. Advise as to immediate action that is required
If, in the course of an investigation, an independent investigator
reasonably believes that immediate action is required to prevent an
occurrence involving the rolling stock or rail infrastructure of a rail
transport operator that could result in, or that has the potential to
result in (a) the death of, or injury to, any person, or

79

Fundamental Legislative Principle No.11, see Appendix 4.

80

Email letter from Mr Phil Ariti, Strategic Policy Analyst, Department of Transport, 17 March 2010, p1.
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(b) damage to any property or equipment,
the independent investigator may, in writing, advise the CEO, the Rail
Safety Regulator and the rail transport operator that that action is
required.
9.57

The Committee makes the following recommendation on the basis that it is a local,
administrative variation and does not impact on the uniformity of the Bill.
Recommendation 10: The Committee recommends that clause 129 be
reformatted in the following manner:
Page 104, lines 5 to 13 - To delete the lines and insert If, in the course of an investigation, an independent investigator reasonably
believes that immediate action is required to prevent an occurrence involving
the rolling stock or rail infrastructure of a rail transport operator that could
result in, or that has the potential to result in (a) the death of, or injury to, any person, or
(b) damage to any property or equipment,
the independent investigator may, in writing, advise the CEO, the Rail Safety
Regulator and the rail transport operator that that action is required.

Subclause 154(10)
9.58

This subclause raises the same issue discussed at paragraphs 9.34 to 9.38 about
verbally advising a person the amount of a fine if the person refuses to comply with a
direction to provide bodily specimens. For the same reasons there, the Committee
makes the following recommendation:
Recommendation 11: The Committee recommends that subclause 154(10) of
the Bill be amended in the following manner:
Page 119, line 31 - To delete “.” and insert ; and
Page 119, after line 31 - To insert (iii) the penalty for an offence is a fine of $28,000.
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Subclause 155(k)
9.59

It states:
155. Regulations relating to medical examinations and analysis
Regulations may be made under section 228(1)81 with respect to
examinations and breath tests or analysis under sections 153 and 154
including the following —
(k) protection against liability for persons administering tests
or taking samples of blood or urine or other body tissues or
fluids.

9.60

The Committee noted that subclause (k) is part of a clause that sets out what is
intended to be in the regulations in terms of administrative processes. It sits oddly in
this particular part of the Bill titled “Part 6, Investigations, Division 2, Investigation
Powers”, whereas the subject matter of the subclause is liability. It is unusual to have
the issue of liability addressed in a regulation rather than in the principal Act,
especially when an entire Division 2 in Part 9 of the Bill is devoted to the subject
matter of “Civil Liability”. The Committee is concerned that Part 9, Division 2
applies to rail safety regulators, officers, investigators, authorised persons and those
reporting results of tests and examinations but does not extend to persons
administering those tests or taking samples.

9.61

The Committee is of the view that the subject matter of liability, (criminal or civil) be
it a limitation, exemption or protection is arguably better suited to primary legislation
rather than delegated legislation. This raises that fundamental legislative principle the
Committee routinely considers - Does the Bill allow the delegation of legislative
power only in appropriate cases and to appropriate persons? That is, the matters to
be dealt with by regulations should not contain matters that should be in the Act, not
subsidiary legislation. The risk is that the content of the regulations is unknown and
may erode or diminish protection. The question of parity for persons administering
those tests or taking samples with rail safety regulators, officers, investigators,
authorised persons and those reporting results of tests and examinations also arises.

9.62

The Committee noted that one of the Terms of Reference of the Joint Standing
Committee on Delegated Legislation [which will be scrutinising regulations made
under subclause 155(k) if the Bill is passed] is to “inquire whether the instrument contains provisions that, for any reason, would be more appropriately contained in an

81

This section gives the Governor discretion to “make regulations prescribing all matters that are required
or permitted by this Act to be prescribed, or are necessary or convenient to be prescribed for giving effect
to the purposes of this Act.”
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Act.”82 In 2001, that committee tabled a report indicating that the subject matter of
liability is of such fundamental importance it should be dealt with expressly in the
primary Act, not by regulation.83
9.63

In further correspondence, the Department advised that the Parliamentary Counsel
said:
Part 6 of the Bill which contains clause 155(k) is a Part that applies
only in Western Australia and does not enact in this State provisions
of the Model Bill. I think that Part 6 should be as self contained as
possible. Clause 21784 [in Part 9] is a local variation to adopt the
effect of a clause in the Model Bill (clause 151)85.
Clause 155(k) was drafted as a result of instructions to adopt
something along the lines of the Rail Safety Act 2001 (NSW) (which
has since been repealed) section 42(5) and Schedule 1 despite advice
that I had previously given to the effect that the scheme should be set
up in the Act. However, it should be noted that it is up to Parliament
to decide whether or not such powers should be delegated to the
Governor and any regulations made by the Governor under the power
can be disallowed by Parliament.86
Finding 7: The Committee finds that the delegation to the Governor is
inappropriate and that the liability of persons administering tests or taking
samples should be in the Bill, not subsidiary legislation.

82

Term of Reference 3.6(f).

83

Western Australia, Legislative Council, Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation, Report 1
Port Authorities Regulations 2000, 26 September 2001. There that committee recommended various
regulations were repugnant to fundamental common law rights. These included a limitation of the
liability of a port authority for damage or loss either generally or in circumstances specified in the
regulations; an exemption of a port authority from liability for damage or loss in circumstances specified
in the regulations; a limitation of the time for making a claim against a port authority for loss or damage;
and liability for loss or damage occurring because of obstruction of or interference with the operation of a
navigational aid.

84

This clause is titled “Immunity from Tortious Liability”.
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Clause 151 of the Model Bill is titled “Indemnity of persons authorised by Rail Safety Regulator and rail
safety officers”. Amongst other things, it states that an authorised person does not incur civil liability for
an act or omission done honestly and in good faith in the course of exercising his or her powers under this
Act.
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Letter from Mr John Fischer, Executive Director, Transport Industry Policy, Department of Transport, 12
March 2010, p3.
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Recommendation 12: The Committee recommends that subclause 155(k) be
deleted from the Bill. This may be effected in the following manner.
Page 120, line 24 - To delete - “;” and insert .
Page 120, lines 25-27 - To delete the lines.

Recommendation 13: The Committee recommends that the Bill provide a
separate, protection against liability clause for persons administering tests or
taking samples.

Recommendation 14: The Committee recommends that in order to provide a
separate, protection against liability clause for persons administering tests or
taking samples, a new clause 218A be inserted in the Bill. This may be
effected in the following manner.
Page 168, after line 14 - To insert 218A Immunity for administering a test or taking a sample
No action may be taken against a person who, in good faith, administers a
test or takes a sample of blood or urine or other body tissues or fluids carried
out under this Act.
Clause 165
9.64

This clause provides for an independent investigator to give oral or written directions
under Division 4, which is titled “Seized things and samples taken”.

The oral direction
9.65

The oral direction in subclause 165(2) requires the independent investigator to “warn”
the person that non compliance with a direction is an offence. However, it fails to
include advising the person the amount of the fine. Similar to other clauses in the Bill,
the Committee is of the view that the independent investigator should advise of the
$11,000 fine.
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The written direction
9.66

The written direction in subclause 165(3) requires the independent investigator to
“state” that it is an offence to refuse to or fail to comply with a direction. However,
the written direction is silent as to the amount of the fine. In further correspondence,
the Parliamentary Counsel Office said it had not been able to find a similar provision
in our legislation which requires that the amount of a fine be so stated.87 The
Committee is of the view that if a penalty is stated in the proforma written direction, it
may deter non compliant behaviour. The Committee therefore makes the following
recommendation.
Recommendation 15: The Committee recommends that subclause 165(2) be
amended the following manner.
Page 126, line 11 - To delete “.” and insert ; and
Page 126, after line 11 - To insert (c) must advise that the penalty for an offence is a fine of $11,000.

Recommendation 16: The Committee recommends that subclause 165(3) be
amended the following manner.
Page 126, line 17 - To delete “.” and insert ; and
Page 126, after line 17 - To insert (c) states that the penalty for an offence is a fine of $11,000.

87
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Clause 173
9.67

This clause states:
173. Legal professional privilege
Nothing in this Part prevents a person from refusing to answer a
question, provide information or produce a document or other thing
because the answer or information would relate to, or the document
or thing contains, information in respect of which the person claims
legal professional privilege.

9.68

The Committee found this clause to be confusing. If the privilege is not abrogated,
then why include it in the Bill? The Department said:
This clause was actually inserted by parliamentary counsel without
instruction. His point of view, as he explained it to me and if I have
got this right, is, okay, the clauses that say that a person is bound to
answer and must answer apply where I thought this privilege applied
in that a doctor had to answer a question. What he is saying is that if
a lawyer refuses to answer a question based on legal professional
privilege, he cannot be, or will not be, prosecuted—I think that is
probably the intention rather than “cannot be”. To me, it is actually
slightly confusing as well. If that privilege does exist in the legal
profession, then why do we need a clause in the act to confirm that?
At the time I discussed that with him, he was very strongly of the view
that this clause should be there.88

9.69

Further clarification was sought from Parliamentary Counsel who said:
This clause has the effect of protecting a claim to legal professional
privilege. Legal professional privilege is a common law right or
privilege to protect the confidentiality of communications between a
person and the person’s legal adviser. It applies when the exercise of
a statutory power would trespass upon the confidentiality of those
communications. The purpose of the clause is to ensure that nothing
in Part 6 abrogates that right or privilege.
In clause 173, “because” means “for the reason that” and relates back
to “refusing”. That is, for example, nothing in Part 6 prevents a
person refusing to answer a question for the reason that the answer
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Mr Sean Kinsella, Senior Legislation Officer, Department of Planning, Transcript of Evidence, 8 March
2010, p30.
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would relate to information in respect of which the person claims
legal professional privilege.89
Supplementary Amendments
9.70

The Department advised that no further amendments are proposed for the Bill.

Conclusion
9.71

The Committee commends this Report to the Legislative Council for consideration.

___________________
Hon Adele Farina MLC
Chairman
1 April 2010

89
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Hearing commenced at 9.49 am
FISCHER, MR JOHN
Executive Director, Transport Industry Policy,
Department of Transport,
sworn and examined:
CHAN, MR BRUCE
Director, Land Transport Policy,
Department of Transport,
sworn and examined:
AR IT I, MR PHILIP
Strategic Policy Ana lyst,
Department of Transport,
sworn and examined:
KINSELLA, MR SEAN
Sen ior Legislation Officer ,
Department of Planning,
sworn and examined:
The CHAIRMAN : On behalf of the committee I would like to welcome you to the meeting. My
name is Adele Farina. I am the chair of the committee. Also present is committee member
Hon Helen Bullock; Anne, our legal advisory officer; and committee members Hon Nigel Hallett
and Hon Liz Behjat.
[Witnesses took the oath or affirmation.J
The CHAIRM AN: You would have signed a document entitled "Information for Witnesses". Have
you read and understood the document? I need each of you to answer for the purposes of getting it
on Hansard.
Mr Fische r: I have read that document.
Mr Chan : Yes, I have.

Mr Ariti: Yes, I have.
Mr Kin sdla: And I have.
The CHAIRMAN: These proceedings, as you will be aware, are being recorded by Hansard. A
transcript of your evidence will be provided to you. To assist the committee and Hansard, please
quote the full title of any document you refer to during the course of this heari ng. Please be aware
of the microphones; try to speak into them. Please do not cover them while you are refening to any
documents. I also remind you that your transcript will become a maner for the public record. If, for
some reason, you wish to make a confidential statement during today's proceedings, yo u should
request that the evidence be taken in closed session. If the committee grants your request, any
public and media in attendance will be excluded from the hearing. Please note that until such time
as the transcript of your public evidence is finalised, il should not be made public. I ad vise you that
publication or disclosure of the unconected transcript of evidence may constitute a contempt of
Parliament and may mean that material published or disclosed is not subject to parliamentary
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privilege. Do you all understand that, and do you have any questions in relation to what I have just
read out?
The Witnesses: No.
The C HAIRMAN: I understand that the comminee has provided you with a list of questions that
we want to run through today in relalioo to the Rail Safety Bill. To start ofT with, I have some
preliminary questions that have not yet been provided to you. My first question is: in relation to the
letter sent to the chairperson of the National Transport Commission, the minister stated Ihat the vote
on the model bill was subject to WA retaining the right to include various sections currently in our
Rail Safety Act 1998 which are not in the model bill but are necessary to give the Western
Australian Office of Rail Safety sufficient power to ensure safety. In the past 12 years of our act's
operation, how have these sections ensured safety? I am not too sure who wants to take the lead in
answering these questions. If I can get some indication--lohn, should I refer to yo u?
Mr Fischer : I think Bruce and Phil will answer the majority of the questions today. Those of a
legislative nature, Sean will probably respond 10.
Mr Chan : The current Rail Safety Act was enacted in 1998-s0 we have really had 12 years. We
have a regulator in WA who has really been the champion of rail safety in Australia. To the extent
that whilst we are not saying we do not have any rail incidents, you will note, if you look
comparatively with other states, that the record in Western Australia is actually quite good.
T he CHAIRM AN: Does that mean that in the other jurisdictions where they do not have these sorts
of safety provisions that the systems in those other jurisdictions are less safe?
Mr Chan: Not necessarily. I think there are differences in various jurisdictions because of
geographical reasons. Certainly the variations that were sought by the minister al ATC renect in
part some of the things that we have been doing over the past 12 years. We were a little bit
concerned that there is some element of the lowest common denominator being implemented in the
national regime within the national model bill. There were certain things that we have been arguing
at ATC; and prior to the ATC at the officer level, and which subsequently accumulated to a
condition of a vote at ATC. I may add, too, that those conditions were debated and negotiated after
ATC and subsequently- not thc full list, but certainly the majority of those variations that we
sought were approved by ATC.
The CHAIRM AN: Is your explanation as to why these were not included in the national model bill
the lowest common denominator argument that you just raised?
Mr Chan: I think there is an element of that. Certainly I am not saying that every variation that we
sought is because we did not think-it could be just the way we have done things over the last
12 years. If we need to go through the reasons behind each variation, they are slightly different for
each one of them.
The CHAIRM AN: I do not think we will need 10 do that. We want to gel a broad sense of why
these were not adopted nationally.
Mr Chan: I think there is always the risk of a national regime being implemented where it ends up
it is easier to go down to the lowest common denominator than aiming for, say, best practice.
The CHAIRM AN: I rerer to the COAG communique dated 10 February 2006. AI pages 8 and 9,
the communique refers to how current rail safety regulation is impeding economic activity. My
question to you is: does this occur? Does rai! safety actually impede economic activity? Is it as
simple as rail accidents slowing or stopping the transport of goods within the states or is il a more
complex phenomenon that has been referred to?
Mr Ariti: Would it be possible 10 T he CHAIRM AN: Pages 8 and 9 orthe communique dated 10 February 2006.
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Mr Fischer: Can I make a brief comment?
The CHAIRMAN: Sure.
Mr Fischer: Issues of safety is one aspect of the bili. The other one is the issues of some unifonnity
or hannonisation of transport regulation. That has certainly been a significant driver to having a
national bill, to allow interchange across jurisdictional boundaries to occur without some
impediments. While Western Australia may be well removed from a lot of rail and road- in this
case, rail- it is removed a lot from the eastern states. There is a lot of movement of freight across
boundaries. If there is some regulatory overhead that is created, then that is one of the driving
initiatives of this bill. A simple example would be the bringing of rolling stock from one state to
another state requires approval of all regulators to participate in thaI. If that could be simplified, that
has a way of improving efficiency of that freight movement et cetera. There is the element of safety
but there also is the regulatory burden that occurs to the rail industry.
The CHAIRM AN: I suppose the committee's question is: what is driving th is bill-is it rail safety
or economic activity? Some could argue that there has been a bit of a shift through the development
of the bill, the initial intention being purely rail safety, and that economic concerns seem to have
guided the development of the bill.
Mr Chan: [ have just re-read the sentence that is in the COAG paper. It talks about the inconsistent
regulatory regimes impeding economic activity. If you talk to some of the interstate operators, they
are in fact saying that. For example, Pacific National- if they are running across two or three
different jurisdictions, the question is why should they be regulated by two or three different
regu lators on the same issue--on rail safety? Why could Pacific National nOI be regu lated by the
home jurisdiction and subsequently recognised as it comes from east to west? That is, in the main,
their argument. I do not think there is a question as to whether our current regime is unsafe, nor
would I argue that a national regime would be more safe. I recognise and accept some of the
arguments in industry that says it does not make sense, as you cross the border, to be reaccredited
for safety within that particular jurisdiction.
The CH AIRMAN : So this bill addresses that; you are only accredited for safety a\ one time by the
one organisation?
Mr Chan : This bill does not address the mechanism. This bill improves the consistency in terms of
what is being addressed. Outside of this bill there is actually a move amongst the regulators.
Nationally, there is a RSRP-Rail Safety Regulators Panel-they have actually gone for a principal
regulator. Essentially, if your rail operator's headquarters is in New South Wales, then you will be
regulated in New South Wales and you will be recognised right across the country. That is an
administrative mailer; it is outside of the legislative mailer. The model bill essentially reduces the
differences amongst the different regimes.
Hon LI Z BEHJAT: Could you explain for me the accreditation that needs to happen, say, if you
have got someone in Queensland wanling to bring something to Western Australia, so they are
going to be coming through three or four jurisdictions. Do they have to obtain accreditation prior to
those goods leaving Queensland, so there are four lots of accreditation-they get all of that in the
file and off they go-or do they then have to wait until they get into each jurisdiction and there is a
time delay in gelling that accreditation?
I\1r Chan : No, you cannot operate any rail infrastructure unless you are fully accredited. Having
said that, there is an interim accreditation that currently the rail regulator can provide. It is a matter
of satisfying the rail safety criteria set by the regulator, but without having finalised all the
paperwork. That is an issue that is reflected in the model bill. I think the argument nationally was
that you cannot be half qualified. Either you are fully qualified or you are not qualified- period.
That, I believe, is actually in the model bill- that you have to be fully accredited before you
actually operate a railwRY·
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[10.05 am]
Mr Fischer : I think the simple answer to your question is this: if you are operat ing across a number
of jurisdictional boundaries, you will get accredited in each state prior to the operation. That would
be the general principle that would apply, and Bruce is just saying that there will be arrangements.
Whcn a new operator will want to come into WA, Ihese are the provisions.
Mr Chan: AI the moment you have 10 be accredited in eachjurisdiclion.
The CHAIRMAN: And that remains the case if the bill passes?
Mr Chan : The model bill does not change that. What has been changed is the administrative
arrangements between regulalors, where if you are running from Queensland and you are coming
through to WA, then the Queensland regulator will accredit the operalor, and it will be recognised
right across.
The CHAIRMAN : So what is the benefit 10 Western Australia from doing that, from having
Queensland accredit and that accreditation applying in WA?
Mr Chan : The benefit is to the operator. There is in fact a disbenefit be<:ause we are no longer
collecting the accreditation fees.
Hon LIZ BEHJAT: Bul it isjust a bit of red tape reduction.
Mr Chan : That is right, yes.
The C HAIRMAN: In terms of Western Australia, has the Rail Safety Act 1998 impeded economic
activity in our slate over the past 12 years?
Mr C han: We do not believe it has, no.
The CHAIRMA N: What types of rail incidents have occurred in the past two years in Western
Australia that have necessitaled this bill?
Mr Chan: This bill has its genesis almost six years ago. I think it was in 2006 when ATC dedded
that there was in fact a need for some consistency in rail safety regulations, and really llhink at that
stage it was necessitated as a result of a number of incidents, not so much in WA, but certainly in
New South Wales and Victoria. It has actually taken that long to produce a model bill and produce a
set of model regulations, six guidelines and two or three policies, and of course wilh the drafiing
time lines in each of the jurisdictions, for WA it is al a siage now where it is in Parliament.
The CHAIRMA N: Can I just go back to the issue of the fees that WA will be losing as a result of
this bill being passed. Can you quantify what that amount of money is?
Mr Chan : The regulator'S annua l budget is roughly $2 million, and it is solely on a cost recovery
basis. The CUTTent regulator'S office is not funded by consolidated revenue; it is fully r~overed
from industry fees. So, roughly, from WA's accreditalion fees and charges, it is around $2 mi llion.
T he CHAIRM AN: That is the total revenue that is received.
Mr C han: That is the lotal.
The CHAIRMA N: Has the department undertaken any sort of analysis to try to determine how
much of that wi ll be lost through accredilation occurring in other states as a resu lt of the passage of
this bill?
Mr Chan : We have not specifically quantified that figure, mainly bec8use-------it is 8 little bit more
complicated than that. At Ihis stage we are actually trying to bring in BHP Silliton. One of the
questions is: why is there an exemption to that? Mainly it was the Pilbara railways that necessitated
a provision that we would need to add in there. I think your question was over the past 12 years.
There were three Pilbara rai lways that we exempted because of state agreements, and of course
when the 1998 act came into force, these were actually exempted by Parliament at that stage. II was
the Rio Tinto--il was the Hamersley rai lway, the Robe River railway IIml till:: BHP Billiton railway.
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Robe and Hamersley, of course, were combined into Rio, and a few years back Rio had been
captured back inlo the Rail Safety Act. We are still discussing with BHP Billiton and trying to bring
them in. They have in fact agreed to come in, cautiously, and there are still discussions on about
that. The reason I am bringing in all this is because if we bring BHP Billiton in, there will be a
substantial fee that the rail office wou ld be collecting from BHP BiJJiton. But to answer the other
part of it, most of our railways are intrastate railways. There are only two or three railways that are
interstate: Pacific National; SeT- Specialised Container Transport; and there is Indian Pacific, for
example. But other than that, most of ours, like the WestNet Rail, are all intrastate, so it is not going
to affect us at all.
The CHAIRMA N: I am just curious Ihat the department has not had a look at how much money is
going to be lost from those three lines thai you have mentioned, because clearly they are going to be
regulated in the eastern states. They will no longer need to be re gulated in WA as a result of the
passage of this act. If the fees from that certification process are actually paying for the rail
regulator, my concern is: what sort of a shortfall are we looking at in an interim period and how is
that going to impact on the capacity of the rail regulator to do its job?
Mr Chan: I th ink in our submission-it is not going to impact on the regulator, main ly because the
rcguilltor would po5Sibly cover any shortfall if there is a need to.
The CHAIRMA N: Sorry, wi!! recover from whom?
Mr Fischer: The operators.
Mr Chan: The industry.
lion LI Z BEHJAT: So the others would pay more accreditation if there is a loss.
Mr Chan: Yes. I think the way the office works is that it determines what it needs as a budget, and
then it allocates-it makes amendments to the accreditation fees as required, and of course it seeks
approval through the minister's office. But can I also add that in our submission to cabinet-lo the
government with regard to the financial impact of this bill, not so much as the other exercise, which
is the principal regulator- it is outside of this bill. This bill does not provide for a prinCipal
regulator as such. That concept was actually discussed outside of this bill.
The CHAIRMAN : I appreciate that, but at the moment we have a rail safety regulator, and from
the evidence that you have given us this morning, you have told us that that office is not paid out of
consolidated revenue; it is funded out of the accreditation fees. You have identified three lines that
are likely, with the passage of this bill, not to be accredited in Western Australia but 10 be
accredited in the eastern states, and that accreditation wit! apply to WA, so there will be a reduction
in accreditation fees re<:eived by the rail regulator, yet you are not able to quantify for this
committee how much that will be and what sort of an impost thaI will produce on the office of the
mil regulator, and the possible impact of an increase in accreditation fees for the other rail
companies.
Mr Fischer: Maybe if I could just suggest that the issue of fees and charges involves the Office of
Rail Safety. We have not got reps from the Office of Rail Safety here. If you want a specific answer
to that, we can get that information back to you, but I think we are just sort of speculating about
what that might be. What we can do is talk about what the passage of the legislation means in terms
of its journey to here, but the fees issue is an issue for the regulator.
Mr Chan: Can I also just say The CHAIRM AN: Sorry. Just before we continue, can we take that as a question on notice? The
committee would like to know how the accreditation process that is proposed in this bill, which
could result in three of the rail operators being accredited in the eastern states and not in WA, will
impact on the financial viability of the rail regulator in terms of their current level of service. So I
want to know what loss there will be in term_~ of their annual revenue, and also what impact that
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will have on the office of the rail.regulator to undertake their responsibi lities and whether that might
h~ve a flow-on eff~t to other rail operators operating within Western Australia that might nced to
pick up that loss of Income to the office. Can I just ask that you take those questions on notice and
that you provide us with a response by the end of the week? I apologise for the short time line, but
,,:e have had a v~ry tight time line imposed on us by Parliament in tenns of reporting back on this
bill, so I apologtse that we are not giving you much time to address those issues but we have
constraints as well.
'
[10.15 am)

M r Chan: Can I just clarify that the concept of principal a re gulator is not provided for in this bill?
There is an expectation that there will be a regulator here. There are no provisions in this bill that
talk about a principal regulator in this. I just mention that in passing as an administrative effort to
hannonise T he CHAIRM AN: Okay; let me clarify then. Is it the case that as a result of this bill, should it
pass, that a company that operates across al! the jurisdictions will only need M r C han: Not if you just read this bill.

M r Adl;: Perhaps J ClIn darify it What will happen is under this bill their accreditation still has to
be recognised by Western Australia be<:ause the confonnity of gaining that accreditation will be

easier for the operator. In other words, what he works on getting his accreditation in Queensland or
New South Wales can be recognised here in WA, but the WA regulator still needs to assess it and
approve it, and accept that and issue Ihe accreditation.
M r C han: And charge an accreditation fee.
Mr Arlli: And charge the fee. Whal will happen---and this I think is where you are sort of saying:
~ How does it al! balance up?"- is that equates to a reduction in work both by the regulator and the
rail operator, because instead of Ihem having 10 work through and produce two volumes of
accreditation malerial for New South Wales then basically rewrite il and change it for South
Australia and then do it again for WA, they can virlllillly just do one set and give Ihose copies to
each regulator. So what happens is there is a reduced effort-and that is the productivity they are
citing here for introducing Ihis biJ!. Safety still is at the foremost, which is why they still have 10 do
all those processes, but in lessening that regulatory requirement or making il consistent, there is less
work involved. Less work for the operator passes on a benefit for, hopefully, cheaper transport fees.
There will also be less work for the regulator. In other words, if the New Soulh Wales or
Queensland regulator has looked through all that accreditation and he has basically said, "Yes, il
looks good; it confonns to our nalional bills that we are workin g with and they are all consistent",
then the regulator here can basically, instead of him having to do a full-on audit, inspection and
rework of all that accreditation, he can basically say, "Well, I'll take thaI on board; 1'11 look through
it to check to make sure that everybody has done it correctly." So he has a reduced workload as
well. Because his workload goes down, he should then not require to collect the same amount of
fees. Exactly how that will balance oul in dollar tenns, as in how much and whether it is $100 000
or $500 000, we would have 10 ask Ihe Office of Rail Safety because they are the ones that sort of
run the budget and do the accreditation. But, hopefully, there will nOI be a financial burden coming
back to the regulators of the state because they will basically say, "We're doing less work so we
should take less money."
T he CHAIRM AN: ! undersland the point that you make, but I assume that they have got staff that
are employed in that office.
Mr Arili: Yes.
The CHAIRMAN: And it will either mean putting people off or making sure they keep their
revenue a\ the level that is required in order to continue to be able to fund Ihose positions in the
office and the work that they do. So,just in tenns of the queslions that the committee has asked you
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office and the work that they do. So, just in terms of the questions that the commillee has asked you
to take on notice and given what you have just said, we need to look at it from the point of view of
whether there is a total reduction in fees or some portion of the fees are reduced. It seems to me the
issue and the questions of the commillee still arise. Whether it is a total reduction of fees paid in
WA or just some portion of reduction to the WA fees, the impact is still going to be thcre in the
office of the rail safety regulator and we need to understand very clearly exactly what that impact
might be and how that can be managed. I might just move along.
Hon NIG EL HAL LE1T: J would just like to go back to BHP Billiton. You said they were nOI
under the rail regulator at this point and you were still doing negotiations. What benefit is it for a
company like BHP Billiton to come in when I understand their rail network is privalely owned; and
then if they do come in, what is the formula of your fee structure for them coming in?
Mr Chan : What is the form? I am sorry, what is the last question?
The CHAIRMA N: J am sorry, the formula. [ do not think they can answer the last question. They
will need to take the last question on notice, Nigel, and put it to the regulator and come back to us.
So could you also take that question on notice, please? Do you want to repeat the first question:
what is the advantage to BHP Billiton?
Hon NIGE L HALLE1T: Yes, the first question is: why would BHP Billiton wanl to come under a
regulator to assislthem; what are the benefits?
Mr Chan: [ think we have already said that. When I say "we" I mean the government, be<:ause
really the negotiations and discussions sought to date and insp«:tions by the Office of Rail Safely
are actually run by the rail safety regulator'S office. The feedback that we have got to date was that
BHP Billiton and certainly Rio Tinto, when they talk to each other, have indicated that the major
benefit is the rigour in terms of how rail safety is documented because it has been forced onto them.
There are certain things that are required to be done; certain checks and balances and reporting that
need to take place. At the moment the regulator under the Mines Safety and Inspection Actcertainly I am not going to imply that they do not oversee rail safety under their act less than we do,
but certainly I think the expertise is certainly with the rail safety office. Whilst the BHP BilJiton
railway line certainly operates on world's best practice, they are not without rail accidents on that
line. Certainly I think when there is in fact a rail accident, regardless of whether they are under the
Rail Safety Act or not, our people actually go up there and check and actually document the
accidents and incidents that are happening on that line.
Hon NIG EL HALL E1T: You may not be able to answer this, but will it add significant cost to a
company such as BHP Billiton?
Mr Chan : I think significant cost is a relative thing. Certainly BHP Billiton would not look at it as
a significant cost, but it will be a cost to them in which there is already an argument that maybe they
have already paid for it when the state agreement was signed 30 years ago in the sense of decreased
royalties and so on. That was a position Ihat Ihey have given us, which I guess the government has
not accepted. And that issue just seems to fade away. I mean they tried it once and we said no. Their
argument of course is that they believe they have already paid for their accreditalion and
requirements under the Mines Safety and Inspection Act. We have indicated that that would not be
acccptable; and this was in fact done by the previous government under Alannah.
The CHAIRMAN: Does that answer your questions?
Hon NIGEL HALLE1T: Sort of.
Mr Chan : We can cenainly give you an indication as to how much it is-I cannot give it to you
here-if we take your question about the amounts or formula on notice.
Hon NIG EL HALLE1T: Yes.
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The CHAIRMAN: Just moving on, would you please explain why WA insisted on the variations
and conditions listed in the explanatory memorandum before agreeing to the national initiative?
Mr Cha n: Have I not answered that already?
The CH AIRMAN: Yes. We need to record the answers in re lation to the specific questions. so
perhaps if you would just run through that again.
[10.25 am]
Mr Chan: I think we were concerned thallhe national model bill would reduce the level of safety
in Western Australia in some areas. In order for the office of rail safety to continue with sufficient
powers to ensure safety, we voted at ATC subject to retaining some of the provisions that are
currently in the Rail Safety Act, so we are not bringing up new things; it is something Ihal is already
in place in Western Australia. We are basically saying that we would like to maintain those. I can
also say that subsequent \0 the vote, there were extensive and prolonged discussions with the
National Transport Commission, wh ich supports the ATC, about why the variation should be
agreed 10. I believe that we asked for something like 12 or 13 variations, and at the end of the day I
think we got nine accepted by ATC.
Th~ C HAIRMAN: elln you tel! U3 about the ones that were not accepted? What were the ;nucs
there?
Mr Arid: One of Ihem was the actual interim accreditation. We wanted a sort of blanket interim
accreditation to which, as Bruce referred to earlier, the NTC said that we cannot meet halfway. That
was one thaI we were interested in; in particular, thaI was going to be in place so that if BHP
Billiton were to fall into a bit of a gap between the existing act and this act, thaI would be the
avenue through which to deal with it. That one was excluded. There were some other requests in
regard to rolling stock lights, which again were nOI taken up.
Mr Chan: I think Alannah was very keen on lights on trains, and thaI was not accepted nat ionally.
The C HAIRMAN : Can you explain to the committee why it was not accepted nationally?
Mr Adt i: Again, because this is a nationa l bill, ifit is accepled into a nalional bill across the board.
everybody would have to change their rolling stock al additional cost to comply with that. II is one
of those things; if one believes that lights on trains is the way to go, but another jurisdiction believes
that it is of no benefit whatsoever, Ihere is one person saying that we have to have lights even
though it will cost money, and another person saying that there is no benefit in paying for lights if
they do not do any good. On balance, the argument goes around to say who, overall, believes there
is a benefil there or not, to incur Ihat cost. That is the way that it negotiates down on a safety level
to what is accepted.
The CHAIRMAN: What was Ihe third issue? You mentioned that there were 12, of which only
nine were accepted.
Mr Chlln: I think there was one that was more definitional than anything else, and we were told
that it was actually covered by another provision.
T he CHAIRMAN: Perhaps you could take that as a question on notice and provide the infonnation
to the commillee, rather than taking up time now, trying to identify what the thi rd issue is. The
committee notes that the current Rail Safety Act \998 has 64 sections, and the model bill has 162
clauses, yet the new Western Australian bill has 229 causes. This appears to indicate a shift towards
a black-Ieller style of drafting. Has the material in the regulations supporting the 1998 acl been
brought across into this bill?
Mr Chan: The answer to the last question is no. The commillee needs to look at the composition of
the Western Australian bill and compare it with the model bill and the current act. In the WA bill
we have what is called part 6, which covers special investigation. That is a variation that has been
agreed to. It is about no blame investigation, and it is not in the model bill. That essentiall y contains
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50 clauses. If we added SO clauses to the model bil!, we would find that it is very close. There are
also transitional arrangements containing 28 clauses and consequential amendments containing 13
clauses.
[IOJOamj
The C HAIRMA N: Why do the clauses in the bill concerning interface coordination commence on
different proclamation dates?
Mr Chan: There are two different dates in there. One of them is for interface coordination between
roil and rail operators- rail operators and rail operators. You gel two rail operatOr<l running throtleh.
A rail operator can be below rail or above rail. The one operating trains is above rail; the one
maintaining the track is below rail. There is some interface there. Twelve months for rail·to-rail
operations; 36 months for rail and road transport operators. This is mainly because there is a vast
spectrum of road managers out there. It ranges from the Main Roads people, local government, to a
fanner who runs his own private road across a railway line. Number one is numbers of road
managers out there. Number two-there are also the degrees of people who are capable of agreeing
to an interface agreement. You cannot ask a fanner, "What is your interface agreement with
WestNet Rail running your road across the track?" It is very difficult for them. This has been agreed
nationally. We are allowed three years to do that.
The CHAIRMA N: Looking at proposed clause 3 and the definition of "notifiable occurrence" at
(a)(i), what type of damage constitutes "significant property damage" in relation to this clause?
Mr Chan : I think the specific types of significant damage will be listed in the regulations. They are
currently listed. [ have got a copy with me under the current regulations in tenns of what are the
significant damages. They are actually listed in two different categories---category A and category
B. If you look at the range of what has been discussed within these three categories, it essentially
covers almost everything there is. [n response to your second question, what would be significant
damage, one thing that comes to mind is if you find there is a crack in one of the concrete
sleepers- if it is in one concrete sleeper it is perhaps not significant, but if you find that same crack
OCCUlTing in the same place over the next 100 consecutive concrete sleepers, you have got a real
problem.
The CHAIRMA N: I think it would be less than 100 before it became a real problem that was acted
on! [n relation to that document that you have refeITed to, I understand it is draft regulations; is that
correct?
Mr Chan : No. What I am referring to is the CUITent regulations.
The CHAIRMAN: In relation to the WA Rail Safety Act 1998?
Mr Chan: That is right.
Mr Fischer : There are five offences.
Mr Chan: There is in fact the model regulations for this bill. We have not got a copy here but you
can certainly get it through the NTC website.
The C HAIRM AN: You have touched on what significant damage might be. What do you
anticipate being prescribed in the regulations as something that is not a notifiable occurrence?
Mr Chan: I think your equating a "not notifiable occuITence" with "not significant" is not entirely
correct. There lire so many things that you need to report. The qll"stion becomes nationally as to
whether you need to collect all that infonnation. What does that all mean? What I would like 10
suggest is that "not a notifiable OCCUITence" is really something that-this has yet to be agreed
nationally, by the way, because the last time we checked this is not a subject that has come up yet.
Essentially what we are really trying to do is basically have the regulator agreeing that instead of
reporting on 200 items, let us condense it to the most significant ones that you need to report on.
We are not saying that the fact that you are not reponing on something implies it is not significant,
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it is just that the regulator, in terms of requiring reporting, essentially is saying there are so many
things, it does not make sense, it is an extra burden. If we can reduce it to the top 40 or whatever
things that we can report on instead of all 200 of them, then maybe that is the way to go. That list
has not been agreed to as yet.
The CHAIRMAN: What is the time line for agreement on that list, given that we are looking at
passing legislation fairly soon?
Mr Chan: This is something that has not been added into the model regulations.
Mr Fischer: There is a provision that allows for it but it is up to the regulators to actually agree
what might be added in.
Mr Chan: [t is not in the bill; it is in the regulations. At the moment the regulations are silent on
what is not notifiable. It is silent.
Mr Fisc her : There is provision there, but at the moment there is nothing there that is not notifiable.
The CH AIRMAN: What is the process to identify what is not notifiable? Who makes thaI
decision?
Mr Chan: [ think the RS RP_Ihe Rail Safety Re\l.ulators Panel- which is a national panel of rail
safety regulators, would meet and decide on what is not notifiable. [t then goes to ATC- the
Australian Transport Council- for endorsement. Then it goes to NTC- the National Transport
Commission- to be drafted as a regulation or as an addition to the current model regulation.
The CHAIRM AN: Going hack to a question that was asked and answered earlier in terms of where
you have got a rail that goes through two or three jurisdictions, and the rail regulator in one
jurisdiction does the detailed analysis and gives accreditation. Phil, [ think you were saying earlier
that in WA the rail safety regulator would not need to go through as much detail to make that
assessment. What would happen- if this ever arose-if the WA rail safety regulator did not agree
with the issuing of accreditation that had been done by, for example. the Queensland rail safety
regulator? What process would happen then in terms of giving accreditation?
Mr Arid : He would deal with that particular rail operator and say, "Until you meet this particular
standard, which I want and which has not been recognised, until you meet that, you do not have
your accreditation in WA."
The CHAIRMAN: Is there nothing in this bill before us that would prevent that from happening?
Mr Chan: No. This bill does not address the principal regulator. The principal regulator is Mr Kin sella : The bill does require the individual state regulators to coordinate with each other
where there are joint applications. If a railway is going to operate in more than one jurisdiction, it
requires there be some coordinator between the different regulators so that they come to an
agreement over things like that, or eventually one regulator might say, "We're not giving in. We
still require this here despite the fact the other two regulators don't require it." The whole principle
is that essentially all the conditions for accreditation should be the same across all the states and
they should all be working from the same document. Where it might happen that there is onc thing
in an application for accreditation that a regulator does not like in one jurisdiction, they should be
talkin g, as a number of regulators together, to try to iron that out and then, all of them, talking to
that rail operator to sort that out. That is one of the whole reasons for the model bill- to try to stop
having different accreditation conditions in each jurisdiction.
The CHAIRM AN: [fthere is capacity in the bill, if there is disagreement, for one rail regulator to
say, "Regardless of the fact that you have got accreditation in the other two states, you still need to
do this in this state before I will issue accreditation"?
Mr Chan: The current bill does that. What we are really talking about administratively of course is
the principal ....,gulator. That is agreed 10. The princip~1 regulator actually is administered through,
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again, the RSRP-Rail Safety Regulators Panel. To actually confer authority to have a regulator
regulating WA railways essentially wou ld be almost referred powers, which is not contemplated at
this moment.
The CHAIRM AN: We might not worry about that at this point of time. We will deal with what is
cUTTently in the bill.
Mr Chan : That is why I am saying the principal regulator is really administratively agreed to. [t is
an administrative aTTangement more so than Mr Fischer : Not legislated,
Mr Chan: This bill does not address the principal regulator.
The CHA[RMA N: Are you then suggesting that the principal regulator wou ld then have the power
to ovemlle a decision made by the WA rail safety regulatnr?
Mr Chan : The principal regulator has no legislated power over jurisdictions.
T he CHAIRMAN: What would be the role of the principal?
Mr Fischer: [t is administrative only. It is really trying to get the benefit of having a uniform
system. At the moment we Ilave still gOt sevcn or eight different rcgulatorg Op<:mting.
The CHAIRMA N: It just seemed to me that if you are introducing a national scheme that requires
a principal regulator, at some point in time that would have been included in the legislation. It
seems odd to me that it is not.
Mr Chan : I think the CUTTent model, if all the different states adopt the national model bill, with
slight variations of course, what happens then is that, number one, the advantage is that an operator
running through three or four jurisdictions would essentially have to abide by the same law. Having
said that, as a piece of legislation, he still needs to be accredited in each jurisdiction, even though
they are the same rules that he has got to comply with. Administratively, what the Rail Safety
Regulators Panel is doing is going one step further, assuming that there is the model bill in place in
all jurisdictions, to say "Administratively, can we reduce further red tape?" What they have agreed
to, or they will be agreeing to, is if a railway company operates out of one jurisdiction, then the
regulator for Ihat jurisdiction accredited that individual and all the other regulators would recognise
that accreditation in terms of administering it. The fees that are going to be paid are the total fees
paid to that jurisdiction. How that fee is divvied up-for example, if a train moves from New Soulh
Wales, Victoria, South Australia inlo WA, whelher that fee is divvied up on a pro rata basis, we do
not know, or whether the fees are nOI being compensated at all. I think that is still too early to tell.
That concept is still being worked at. Most of the work is done by New South Wales, for example,
as the principal regulator. That funding arrangement has not been worked out as yet. We have not
gone into that sort of detail. Essentially what this principal regulator concept is doing is assuming
that the model bill applies right across the country and takes it one step further administratively, not
legally. Let us say the principal regulator is in New South Wales for a particular railway line. He
does not have legislative powers to tell our rail safety regulator that he can or cannot do it. It is all
done admin istratively on an amicable and professional basis.
The CHAIRMAN: It concerns me that what we are doing is we are introducing a national scheme
that is going to have some impact on this issue of rail safety in Western Australia, and behind this
legislation sits an administrative regime that has not been incorporated into the legislation and could
have some influence on the decisions that are being made by the Western Australian rail safety
regulator without any legislative power, without any oversight by the WA Parliament, to determine
whether we think that thaI is appropriate or not. This scheme appears 10 be suggesting that the WA
rail safety regulator would fall into line with an accreditation that is given in another state rather
than neeessarily conducting a thorough assessment of his or her own and determining whether it
satisfies WA's requirement ~, particlthrly eiven the statement made earlier that each jurisdiction has
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different fa~tors that they have got to take into consideration in tenns of climate, size and a host of
other issues that may impact on safety issues, [ find it very peculiar that you have got a national
scheme but you have got a lot that is not incorporated in the legislation which probably should be, [f
the principal rail regulator is to have this influence on the rail regulators across the states to try to
bring them into line to respe~t another state's accreditation, then that should be in the act. There
should be some legal protection provided to the rail safety regulators in ea~h of the states that are
being asked administratively to fall into line rather than make an independent assessment of their
own, [t greatly con~erns me that there does not appear to be that legislative prote~t ion in place. It is
also of great concern to me and, I am sure, to other members oflhe committee that this is happening
behind the s~enes and the Parliament does not get an opportunity to scrutinise this because it is not
pan of the Icgislation.
[10.45 am]
Mr Kin sella: Ma'am, I think you might have been given the wrong impression with thaI. This bill
will basically set down that the accreditation standards will be the same for railways right across
Australia. The ~oncept of the principal regulator is that for each railway that operates in more than
one jurisdiction, one regulator will be nominated as the prinCipal regulator for that railway.
OllSically, this will be 11 committee of regulators that has agreed to ~ittogether to work out problems
and, by and large, to respect in the case ofa rai lway accredited in New South Wales, which has to
be accredited in every state. However, the New South Wales regulator will do the accreditation. The
others will go along with that unless they have a serious reason that they should not. They will leave
the accreditation and regulation of that railway to that prin~ipal regulator in New South Wales. For
a different railway it may be that the principal regulator will be the New South Wales regulator, It is
not a means of making bindi ng decisions on other regulators. It is simply a committee of the
regulators sitting together to work out the problems that occur and nominating for ea~h particular
railway a principal regulator. It is not a principal regulator for Australia. It has no effect on the
legislation; rather, it is about how we implement the legislation in a way that is consistent for a
given railway so that it does not have to meet different requirements as it crosses state boundaries.
Even with a national standard of accreditation there is always scope in a different jurisdiction for
that to be interpreted differently, The idea is that each railway operating across state boundaries will
have a principal regulator that it has to tum to with its accreditation problems,
The C HAIRMAN: Yes, but that is not detailed in the piece of legislation that is currently before
Parliament.
Mr Kinse lla : This is not an allempt to do anything except to make this legislation work.
The CHAIRMAN : Except that this legislation gives an indication that each state will undertake its
own accreditation. The committee is now hearing that a principal rail regulator will be selected by
the panel of rail regulators and that that principal rail regulator will undertake the accreditation and
that the other states, while issuing an accreditation, are really to a large eKtent going to be falling
into line with the accreditation that is being provided by the principal rail regulator. None of that is
detailed in the bill. Does it have legal implications? It may very well do and they have not been
addressed.
Mr Kinsella: I think in each case the regulator will still go through the accreditation
documentation.
lton LIZ BEHJAT: Why have a principal regulator?
Mr Kin sella: To give that rail operator one place to go to with his questions. That principal
regulator may . vell
.
have to talk to WA and say he has seen a problem in WA and ask what should
be done about it.
The CHAIRM AN: But they mi ght not see the problem in WA. The problem in WA may not arise
until the WA ll:Iil si:lfo;:ty ro;:gulator hilS II look lit it.
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Mr Kinsella: I really do not want to get into more detail, because we do not have a rail safety
regu lation office person here to go into it. I do not know what the status of that is. Essentially the
committee of regulators will try to work out how to deal with any problems that arise in the
legislation and the accreditation process.
Mr Chan : The bottom line is that when this bill is passed, it will compel our regulator to enforce it.
How he enforces it is-Obviously for the intrastate railways is not an issue, because he has
responsibility to do that. Of the few interstate railway lines, essentially what has been agreed to is
enforcement and cooperating with the other rail safety regulators and coming to an agreement
that- this is still being proposed as it has not been approved by the Australian Transport Councilthere are certain principal regulators for certain railway lines.
The CHAIRMAN: I think we will move along at this point, because I am not too sure that we are
going to get any further at this meeting today. The committee will need to discuss privately how to
proceed in relation to that.
Hon NIG EL HALLETf: There is just one point I want to make. I am very unconvinced by the
benefits of the bill as it stands now. You are talking about a principal regu lator, but you are still
coming back to the state as well. We do not seem to be cutting out the red tape. As the chairman
said, we have a long way to go with it.
The CHAIRMAN: We should move on at this point because I think we will continue to cover the
same ground. In relation to clause 5, subclauses (2) to (6) are not in the model bill but translate from
the current 1998 WA act. The subclauses allow the minister to exempt specified persons or railways
from the bill on certain conditions that the person must not contravene a condi tion imposed under
them. Why are these subclauses needed?
Mr C han: I think we have responded to that. Three railway lines were excluded almost 30 years
ago. The decision under the state agreement was that they would be regulated under a different
piece of legislation. They were given miscellaneous licences under the Mining Act. I guess it is
historical than anythin g else. Since then, of course, Hamersley and Robe has combined into the Rio
Tinto railway line and they have agreed to come on board under rail safety. At the moment it is just
one, and that is the SHP Billiton line.
The CHAIRMAN: In terms of the second question, which re fers to how many railways or persons
have been exempted over the past 12 years, it is three, but one from amalgamation.
Mr Chan: That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN: What types of conditions on these exemptions have been imposed by the
minister?
Mr Chan : No conditions were imposed under the Rail Safety Act. The main reason, of course, is
that they were governed under the Mines Safety and Inspection Act. The conditions are as per the
Mines Safety and Inspection Act 1994.
The CHAIRMA N: The Australian Rail Tram and Bus Industry Union provided the committee a
submission suggesting that if there are to be exemptions, they should be the subject of amendments
to the act and should not be done via subsidiary legislation. What is your position on that statement?
Mr C han: We have to look at what we have been exempting. The bonom line is that we do not
believe anyone should be exempt from rail safety. If a company constructs and runs a railway, it
needs to be safety accredited. These were three railway lines that were historically exempted from
the current act. We need to carry it on because we have no certainty that BHP Bimton will come on
board. We are talking to it and it has indicated that it will do so. Putting it into the act will give a
different perspective and suggests that the government will be contemplating- This is a specific
one-off circumstance--
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Mr Kinsella: It is not a case Ihal these three railways were exempled from the act. The act did nol
exist when they were created. They were created in the 1960s when there was no Rail Safely Act
because all the other railways were government railways. To regulate safety they were regulated
under the Mines Safety and Inspection Act. The railway from Newman to POri Hedland was
considered to be pan of the Mt Newman mine. When the Rail Safety Act was introduced in 1998 as
a result of the privatisation of rai lways, rather than make these guys go through the whole process
of accred itation, they were given exemptions until a future date when it was convenient. When Rio
TinlO took over Hamersley and Robe River, it created a single railway after the inception of the Rail
Safety Act and it was required 10 meet the provisions of the Rail Safety Act. The rai lways that had
the exemptions no longer existed. The main reason that BHP Billiton is agreeing to come under the
provisions of Ra il Safety Act is that it has merged with Rio and they want to creale a single rail
entity. In the meantime, they have agreed that they will go through the accreditation process. The
bottom line is that if this act does not get up very soon, they will need to be accredited so that they
can merge with the Rio Tilllo Railway or be accredited under the new entity because they are goin g
to be a pari of a different railway anyway.

[10.55 am]
Mr C hilO: It does not make scnse that pari of your railway is being regulated by rail safety and the
other pari not.
Mr Kin sella: There is no intention in thc future that any railway being built will be accepted.
The CHAIRM.AN: I refer to the $20 000 penalty that applies in the current act. How successful has
it been as a deterrent?
Mr Chan: The penalties are for non-compliance with condi tion of exemption. Of course we have
no conditions for exemption, so there are no penalties.
The CII AIRMAN: Clause 7(1) lists highly descriptive classes of physical and administrative safety
work. Why is a class of work that is not rail safety work in subclause (2) prescribed in regulations
rather than the bill?
Mr Chan: If we look at clause 7(IXI) together with clause 7(2), it essentially covm all possibilities
of rail safety work not spedfically referenced. Clause 7 is entitled "Rail safety work". It refers to
the different types of rai l safety work. The very last subparagraph of clause 7(1) refers to any other
work that is prescribed to be rail safety work. That covers all the rail safety work that we can think
of or we have not thought of. Subclause 7(2) refers to work that is not prescribed to be rail safety
work. It comprehensively covers any possibilities.
The CHAIRMAN: Will they be picked up in regulations as they are identified?
Mr Kin sella: Yes, the principle being that if they should identify some fonn of work that they do
not want to define as rail safety work and is therefore regulated by the rail safety regulations
system, it is much easier to put that in the regulation than try to get the act amended. It will still be
subject to disallowance by Parliament. That legislative mechanism is easier.
Mr Chan: The concern really is rail safety work.
The CHAIRMAN: Just looking at clause IS, what is the proposed budget allocation for resourcing
the appointment of a director of rail safety?
Mr Chan: There is already a general manager of the Office of Rail Safety. The position will
become the rail safety regulator.
The CH AIRMAN: Have administrative arrangements been put in place to dale for the appointment
oflhe director in his or her office and staff?
Mr Chan: There is already a team there. In the current budget there are II FTEs. It is anticipated
that that will remain the same.
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The CHAIRMAN: With respect to part 4 penalties and penalties generally. could you please
explain how the penalties for individuals have been determined?
Mr Chan: In the first instance. the National Transport Commission put out a paper entitled
"Principles for Setting Penalties for Rail Safety Breaches". It is in a matrix form and there are
different levels of severity. Essentially. it determines the relativity of each of the penalties, not so
much as the amount bul certainly the relative severity of the non-compliance activity. We use that
as a basis. We also look at the penalties under the Occupational Safety and Health Act. We also
looked at the rail safety legislation adopted nationally. It is really about trying to make the best fil.
The CHAIRMAN: And providing some parity.
Mr Chan : That is COrTee!.
T he C HAIRMAN: In relation to the penalties in the bill for a body corporate. it appears to the
committee that often they are 10 times or greater than the penalty provided to an individual. Has a
formula been used to determine the corporate penalty compared with the individual penalty?
Mr Chan : The rule of thumb is 10 times.
Mr Kin sella: I understand that that is pretty much a standard across all forms of legislation in WA
and across the nation, generally speaking.
The CHAIRM AN: Assuming a successful prosecution and given the substantial penalties that
apply for both individuals and body corporates, into what account are the fines deposited?
Mr Chan: Consolidated revenue. We do nol get it.
T he CHAIRMAN: You do not get paid by consolidated revenue bul it collects the fines and
penalties.
Mr Kinsella: Generally speaking, il does not expeet it 10 be an issue. There has not been a
prosecution and there is not likely to be. Railways generally want to operate safely. It costs them
millions of dollars to have accidents. Where there are problems, the Office of Rail Safety works by
consensus with the railways and they traditionally and historically have always sorted them oul.
They have never felt like going to prosecution.
The CHAIRM AN: Would you please clarify clause 28(3XcXi) as it does not contain an absolute
prohibition against alcohol in the workplace. The clause appears to state thai a person can be on
duty carrying out rail safety work with a less than prescribed [evel of a[cohol in their bloodstream.
Does this mean that a worker could have an occasional alcoholic drink whilst on duty-for
example, a beer in the cab of a truck?
Mr Kin sella: I thought about this particular question long and hard. [ discussed it with the rail
safety regulator while we were drafting. We have followed the model bill, which basically leaves
that to regulations to prescribe an amounl. As part of accreditation, every rai! company has to have
a drug and alcohol management policy. One assumes that every railway will say, "Thou shalt not
have a beer in the cab of a tTain or anywhere else anywhere near a train or eight hours before one
comes to work." The accreditation process wi![ require the company to have a plan for managing
drug and alcoho[ use and abuse. Under loday's regime, rai!ways do random breath testin g of
employees fronting up for work. [n the regulations that go with Ihis bill, our rail safety regulator
wants a regulation whereby railways have to report the percentage ofemp[oyees each quarter who
are randomly breath-Iested before starting duty or while actively on duty. We come from the model
bill where that absolute prohibi tion is not contained in the model bill, and we have had no reason to
go anywhere else. In WA, the current legis[ation sets a prescribed blood alcohol limit of 0.02 per
cent that is considered to be in breach of the law. We have prelly much just gone down that track.
We have had no reason to vary from the model bill.
The CHAIRMAN: You say that it is currently prescribed under the legis[ation.
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Mr Kinsella: The current legislation says that one shall not come to work and operate a rail safety
function with a blood alcohol content greater than that prescribed, and the prescribed standard in
our regulations is 0,02 per cent, which is the same prescription that is envisaged in the model
regulations.
The CHAIRMA N: Do you not see that as a lessening or a lowering of the rail safety requirements
in W A by removin g it as a prescription in the legislation?
Mr Kin sella: It wi!! be a prescription in our legislation.
The CHAIRMAN: In this new bill?
Mr Kin sell a: Yes. The difference is that the old bill says, "Thou shalt not come to work with a
blood alcohol level of more than the prescribed standard." The model bill says that rail safety
operators need to have programs to try, as far as practicable, to stop people operating rail safety
work with a blood alcohol level greater than that prescribed. There is a difference in emphasis. Here
we are with a rail operator with an accreditation. If they lose accreditation, they cannot operate their
multimillion-dollar railway. At the moment the rail safety regulator is monitoring the level of
random blood alcohol testing in railways and occasionally pe<lple are getting caught. It is the same
as many other industries such as aviation. Pilots and air traffic controllers cannot operate under the
influence of alcohol and may not come to work less than eight hours after their last drink. In real
life, that does not stop them being as drunk as a monkey eight hours before they come to work as
long as they are not drunk whcn they come to work. You are right- there is no absolute prohibition.
[11.05 am]
The CHAIRMAN: The model bill at clause 28(2Xc) includes a reference to the presence of alcohol
in the breath of a railway safety worker in addition to the blood, so it talks about the breath and the
blood. Although the term "breath" is dealt with later at clauses 7S and 154, why is it absent at this
particular point in the bill at clause 28?
Mr Kin sella: The answer that I have son of looked at is essentially that ifthcre is going to be action
taken about a blood alcohol offence, the level of alcohol in the blood is the detenuining issue. The
breath testing gives you an indicator of what the blood alcohol may be, and under the traffic act, for
instance, you can prosecute on the breath levc1. But it seems to me that throughout the bill the
bottom line is they are talking about a blood alcohol content; the breath testing is an indicator to that
and it has not always been listed. The percentage of alcohol in the breath is not the offence; it is the
blood alcohol level. That is the only answer I have been able to come up with in studying the
different clauses of the bill.
The C HAIRMAN: Now turning to clause 35, the introductory words to this clause refers to
guidelines that the rail safety regulator must have regard to before granting accreditation. The
content of the guidelines is not prescribed here. What do you anticipate to be the content of the
guidelines and why are they not treated as if they are a disallowable instrument in tenus of being
included in the regulations, for example, rather than have separate guidelines?
Mr Chan: Guidelines by definition are not mandatory or enforceable. I think in this instance we are
talking about operational processes and procedures; they are recommended ways of doing things.
To put it into legislation just means that you are forcing them on to rail operators; they are a lower
level of detail that we are saying, "We recommend this is what you are doing, this is how you
would do it", and it is not enforccable; it is non-mandatory. That, by definition, is what a guideline
is.
The CHAIRMA N: At what stage involving a sale of railway operations does clause 57 crystallise?
The Australian Rail, Tram and Bus Industry Union has queried this with the committee in relation
to the proposed initial panial sale of Queensland Rail's coal and freight network through a share
offer, if a similar staged sale were to occur in WA, at what point would clause 57 apply?
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Mr Chan : The requirement for an operator to be accredited is non-discretionary; you have to be
accredited to operate a railway. So in the first part of your question when the applicant lodges an
application for rail safety accreditation, then a process commences which ensures that safety
requirements could and will be met. In the case of a partial sale---QR in the example that was
given-what we really are talking about is the ownership not the organisation that is running ii, we
are talking about either a 50 per cent sale or share offer; we are talking aboul just the ownership part
of it. You and I, if we bought shares in QR, would not be required to be accredited for rail safety; it
is the organisation that runs it that needs it. If there is a change in organisational structure to the
extent that there is a question mark placed on the ability of that organisation to run a railway, then,
yes, they would need to be accredited. But we do not see that a 50 per cent sale of shares wi ll
change the qualification of that department.
The CHAIRMAN: Now Illrning to clause 69, this clause allows the rail safety regulator to give
directions to a rail transport operator, rail infrastructure manager or road manager when they refuse
or fail to enter into an interface agreement. Non-compliance with the direction carries a penalty for
an individual for the first offence of $14 000 and for a second or subsequent offence $21 000, and
for a body corporate for a first offence a fine of $550 000 and for a second or subsequent offence a
fine of $820 000. As Slated earlier, the vast majority of penalties in the bill carry an amount of
10 times for a body corporale Ihan for an individual, and you have indicated that that is pretty
standard right across all pieces of legislation. Could you just confinn that in each case, for both the
individual and Ihe body corporate, the fines stipulated in this clause are actually maximum fines, so
there is a capacity to fine up to that amount, not that if there is a breach you will automatically be
fined that arnount that is specified?
Mr Kinsella : That is correct.
Mr Chan: To answer your second question, I understand the Sentencing Act 1995 section 9(2)
provides for a fine to be a maximum, not having to express it as a maximum. The first question,
though, as to why there is that discrepancy of \0 to one not being applied in this instance, if you
look al the $550 000, which is the corporate fine, you will find that that $550 000 is consistent with
other fines in this bill. [fyou tum to the next page, clause 71, for example, the fine for the corporate
is $550 000, so it is consistent. We had a look at if it is 10 to one, then the individual fine would be
$55 000. We looked at that and we son of said, "Well, is that reasonable?" Again, we have to say
that we perhaps have not considered that the fine itself would be a maximum at that stage, but
certainly I think this clause applies to the road- rail interface. A rail safety regulator may give
directions and assist the development of interface plans. We are saying, "Well, are you going to
whack a fanner for one little road across a railway at $55 0001" So essentially recognising that most
of the road managers are Main Roads, CALM for forest trails, farmers, small local government
authorities, we, [ guess in consultation with Ollf legal people and so on, dropped that figllfe down to
$ 14000. But you could argue of course that it is a maximum and we should have kept it to 10 to
one, but that was what we arrived at.
The CHAIRMAN: Just looking at clause 77, this clause omits a reference to the units of
competence recognised under the Australian quality training framework within the meaning of the
commonwealth' s Skilling Australia's Workforce Act 2005. The minister stated that this is because
of the unique circumstances encountered by the tourism and heritage sector. Would you please be
able to expand on what those unique circumstances are?
Mr C han : I think I can give you a general example and a very specific one that has been given to
me by the rail safety regulator. I will give you the very speCific one first. There is a tourist railway
in Kojonup and it runs one or two weekends a year. In fact, it is not pulled by a loco; it is actually
pulled by what we caU a mini moke, like a little car. Bul the rolling stock is very different; it is
unique and it just runs on a very short track. To actually require the operator to be trained and to be
qualified under the Australian qua li ty training framework is just ridiculous. As I said, this lillie
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thing happens two weekends in a year; it just does not make sense. I can give you other examples
like the Whiteman Park issucs and so on where some of the locos are so old that there are rea ll y no
training courses that provide for training of those locos; in fact, people are trained by people who
are experienced in ronning that train and this is what we are arguing. In fact, this is an agreed local
variation by ATC.
[1l.15 am]
The CHAIRMAN: I tum now to clause 78(2). This concerns rail safety workers hav ing to produce
some form of identification when requested to do so by a rail safety officer. The penalty for nonproduction is $2 000. The commillee observed that clause 26(4) requires rail safety officers to carry
identification but allows them to produce their card "as soon as practicable~. Clause 140(3) allows
an independent investigator or author ised officer to produce their certificate of appointment "as
soon as practicable~ after a request. Would you please explain why rail safety workers cannot
produce their identification "as soon as practicable", the same as for ra il safety officers and
authorised officers, especially given the quantum of the penalty?
Mr Chan : I think the fundamental answer to that is the nature of the work. A rail safety worker
essentially is doing work that affects rail safety. The element of rail safety hinges on the worker
being qualified to do the work, whereas with the rail safety officer, it is really an idelltification of
who the person is and not the person's safety capabilities-not the work that the person is doing.
We are talking about two different types of risks altogether. My second comment is that we would
think that 99 out of 100 times, the rail safety officer would in fact have his ID on him. Thirdly, most
likely the independent investigator would be on the scene within hours of being appointed and
before any sort of ID can be issued to him. So, the nature of the work; the risk of the work involved;
and the practicality of requiring an investigator who has been appointed by the minister that day to
acquire a certificate before he goes onto the site.
Mr Kin sella : One of the things about the rail safety worker ID card that is proposed is that it will
have on the reverse, or attached to it, the worker's qualifications so that a supervisor or an auditor
can look at the work the guy is doin g and tum his card around and say, "Yes, you are qualified to do
this", or, "I don't see that you are qualified to do this work"- which is the need for that guy to have
his card on him at all times while he is working.
The CHAIRMAN: What happens if the person accidentally leaves his card at home one day?
Mr Kin sella: [ guess they have to talk to their foreman and dedde what they are going to do on that
day, yes. I have to say that my understanding from the rail safety regulator is that there are a lot of
difficu lties in trying to work out how you are going to produce II card where a worker may be
qualified for SO different types of work-how he is going to have a card that is not so big that he is
going to have to have a bloke to carry his card behind him! That is the philosophy behind the
worker having to have his card on him at all times while he is at work.
Hop LIZ BEHJAT: Would it not be more practical if the rail safety officer who was going out to
check that the workers were qualified and were doing the right work had that information, because
then he would merely have to marry up the name of the person given to him by using some other
form of ID and say, "This is Bill Smith, and Bill Smith is qualified to do X, Y, Z, and, okay; you are
doing that''?
Mr Kin sella: Well, he would have to carry a pretty big book with him!
Hon LIZ BEHJA T : No. He would carry something electronic. This is the twenty-first century.
Mr Kin sella: Sure, but he is from the government, not the company. I do not know that the rail
safety regulator wants to get into keeping records of every worker and his qualifications. The act
lays it on the company to make sure that people are qualified. I think it is a practicality and
convenience thing.
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Hon LIZ BEHJAT : But you just said it may not be practical if they have got 50 things that they are
qualified to do.
Mr Kinsella: As I said, there is still going to be a lot of work before they determine the final form
of the rail safety workers' identification document.
T he CHAIRM AN: Will that be completed before this act comes into effect?
Mr Kin sella: At the rate we are going, it could well not be!
The CHAIRMAN: if you are not confident that it will be, what will be the implications ifit is not?
Mr Kin sella: I think that the transition clause here is three years, or is it two years? As I understand
it, it is two years. That is why there is a long transition clause, because they reeognise that there are
going to be problems.
The CHAIRMA N: [ tum now to clause 83(2), the investigation of notifiable occurrences. This
clause states that the level of investigation that the rail transport operator undertakes "must be
determined by the severity and potential consequences of the notifiable occurrence as well as by
other similar occurrences and its focus should be to determine the cause and contributing factors,
rather than to apportion blame". This clause is copied from the model bill. But the statement "its
focus should be to determin e the cause and contributing factors, rather than to apportion blame" has
the character of a policy statement, not an enforceable law. To say that the focus of an investigation
"should" be determined by something, rather then "must" be determined, leaves "blame" open. This
is where an objects or purpose clause at the commencement of this particular division may be
useful. [ am interested in your comments as to why that is not in place.
Mr Kin sella: ! discussed this with the parliamentary counsel who draftcd it, and their problem is
exactly that problem- that they do not like pUlling thin gs into the law that are not substantive,
whcre that is advisory or guidance material. That is why across the board parliamentary counsel has
a habit of not including objects clauses or explanatory statements in legislation in Western
Australia. I know that in some of the other jurisdictions it is not unusual to have notes in legislation,
or objects clauses. [t is exactly that. Where the legislation is going to say "should", even an objects
clause would be less substantive than that. Basically, what they are saying is that it is a fairly
standard legislative practice here not to put in objects clauses.
The CHAI RM AN: Despite the fact that they have actually incorporated a policy clause in the
provision?
Mr Kin sella : Which if it was not in the model bill they probably would nOI have. This draftsman
gave us real grief every time we suggested anything that was not in the model bill if we could not
prove that the Australian Transport Council had approved the variation-even small detailed
differences that we wanted to take account of the practice in Western Australia in the Office of Rail
Safety, he was not wearing it. Sometimes he did not like whal was in the model bill, but he said you
have to adopt it unless you have got an excuse not to.
The CHAIRMAN: Okay. [tum now to clause 86. The commiltee noted significant power of entry,
search and seizure provisions in part 5. Clause 86 permits a rail safety officer to enter residential
premises with either consent or a warrant. This is copied from the model bill and is not in the
current 1998 act. What has necessitated this provision?
Mr Kin sella : Again, where we have not got a significant reason for being different from the model
bill, we have adopted Ihe model bill. NubvJy could 5CC a n::a.son why a person- the residential
premises that we are talking about here is normally a railway house that is being occupied by a
railway worker. Before somebody storms into that person's house in the middle of the night looking
for bits of broken wheel or something, the person should have the opportunity to say, "Not now", or
"Go get a warrant". J think that is better protC{:tion for thc individual than what existed before.
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M r C ha n: I think it needs to be said that some of these provisions are the result of compromi ses
between jurisdictions, and consensus.
T he C II AIRMAN : J turn now to c lause 88. This clause allows a rail safety officer to search and
inspect all sorts of places and thin gs at railway premises. Copied from the model bill, the clausc
does not all ow the occupier to observe the search and insJ)C':tion. This may be compared with the
occupier under clause 145, who is entitled to be present during lin inspection by an independent
investigator investigating railwllY premises. Would you please explain why the occupier under
clause 88 cannot be afforded the same, or similar, observer status as the occupier under clause 1451

(I 1.25 amj
Mr Kinse lla : My lillie note here goes along the lines that clause 88 is in the mode l bill and we
copied it. Clause 145 we wrote. We have made it a bit bener for th e occ upier of residential
premises. Wh ilst the model bill does not give the occ upier o f II railway WQrkshop the right to
accompany the investigator, neither does it prevent that. [t does actually say that there is nothing to
stop the investi gator looking at two places at once; in other words, so that the guy cannot watch
everything they are do ing. There is some indication that II rail safety investigator may want to be
looking al something without the occupier look ing over his shoul der. Nei ther o f the provisions
prevents the occu pier from accompan ying the investigator.
Mr C ha n: I think the other difference, too, of course, is that one of them is about a railway
premises-tracks and cars and so on----tlfld the other is perhaps a little more personal and is about
his own residential premises.
Th e C HAIRMA N: Just turning to c lause 93, the model bill refers to a magistrate issuing search
WlIlTIInts. whereas the bill uses the term "justice", meaning justice of the peace. That term has been
carried over from the 1998 current IItt. Can you ex plain why the bill does not copy the model bill?
Mr I(i n s ell ~ : In thi s ca~ it was actually at th e in itiative of the draftsman. He tell s me that he
consulted his colleagues down at parliamentary counsel. Most warrants in Western Australia are
issued by j ustices, and that was what was in the previous act. 1·le felt that to put in the WQrd
~ magistrates" would actually limit the ability at certain times of Ihe day and night for an
investi gator to get a warrant, in that having to stir up a magistrate at one o'clock on a Monday
morning mi ght not be as easy as finding a justice of lhe peace that the local police station uses. So
that is why it is formed that way.
Hon LI Z BEIU AT : So when it suited the drafismen to go outside the terms of the model bill, that
was fine, bUl when it did not, they did not.
Mr K inse lla : Far be it from me to say nasty things about parliamentary drafismen!
Mr C ha n: [ think there are differe nt types of variations, if I mi ght add. There are policy variations
to the model bill, which I think a draftsperson would not be agreeabl e to, but there are IOCIII
varilltions where it is administrative and it is how Western Australia does certain things. I think
those are the variations that perhaps the parliamentary counsel officer Mr K inse lla : We deal with, and J guess you people are fwniliar with it, a fair number o f drafting
conventions that parliamentary counsel has. J do not know from my poSition what the strength o f
those things is, but there are some things they draft Ihat are very hard to gct them to change. But in
thi s case I tbink his inten1ion was of the best. It was to make it easier for the invcstigator to get II
warrant and to go along with what see ms to be the cUlTCnt practice in term s of getting warrants.
T he C HAIRMAN: I would dispute that it is the current practice in terms of gelling warrants; in
fact, there has been initial discussion at Parliament in relation to a number of bills over time, and
that is the conccrn that justices o f the peace are viewed as j ust signin g documents without requiring
substantive evidence to be presented that the intended search is warranted, and it is beller for it to be
presented to a magistrate, where that evidence is mo re likely to be sought. But that is a maner for
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Parliament to detennine, and no doubt parliamentary counsel will get the decision that Parliament
decides at the end of Ihe day and you may need to redraft the bill. In relation to clause 101(8),
embargoed notices, and clauses 112(2) and (3); these clauses appear to reverse the onus of proof
and are replicated from the model bill. What was the justification for the reversal of the onus of
proof?
M r Kinse ll a : I consulted in-house legal counsel at the departmen t, and in the four instances that
you have cited he does not agree that there is a reversal of Ihe onus of proof. What the bill says is
Ihal if somebody does this, they commit an offence. [t does not say that the person prosecuting does
nOI have to prove in court that the guy actually did something. That still has to be proved. What
those other, subsidiary clauses in those clauses say is that it is a defence or it is a reasonable excuse,
so it offers a person a defence. The fact thaI a defence is given to them does not mean that they have
to prove they are not guilty; it simply gives Ihem a defence.
T he CHAIRM AN: And they have to prove the defence on the balance of probability.
Mr Kinsell a: Obviously, ifhe is going to say to the magistrate, "This is my defence", I guess he has
to prove his defence, but legal counsel just did not agree that there was a reversal of the onus of
proof in any of those four cases.
The C H AIRM AN: Now turning to clause 118(1), and an oral prohibition nolice, this clause is
replicated from the model bill and it concerns a rail safety officer giving an oral direction about a
safety matter instead of a notice. The clause requires the rail safety officer to tell the person to cease
and desist from doing an act and the reason. The person must then comply or a fine of $28 000
applies. HOI·,-ever, the rail safety officer is not required to advise of the penalty at the time of the
oral direction. This is in contrast to the prohibition notice in clause 116(e), which sets out that the
nolice must contain a penalty; so, too, with an improvement notice in clause 114(4Xe). The
committee would like to understand why there is an absence of a clause requiring the rail safety
officer to verbally indicate the quantum of the penalty and whether the department would consider
an amendment 10 that effect.
Mr C ha n: [ think there are a number of ways of tackling this question. Can I just say that if you
refer to clause 118(4), it saysIf a rail safety officer gi ves a direction under subsection (I) in respect of an activity but does
nOI, within 5 days of giving the direction, seJVe a prohibition notice in respect of the
activity, the direction ceases to have effect.
One needs to look at what is in the prohibition notice.
T he CHA IRMAN: Excuse me. With all due respect, I do not agree with you, because if you look at
subclause (2) of the proposed section 118, it says A person to whom a direction is given under subsection (1) It can be an oral direction -

must comply with it, unless the person has a reasonable excuse.
And thcre is a penalty. So talking about a notice that might issue five days later is irrelevant,
because what we are actually saying is that from the point that that oral direction is issued, and that
is within our five-day period, the person could be fined under clause 118(2) if they do not comply
with the request. Our iSS\,le is that in a written notice you are required to tell the person, "If you do
not comply, you are subject to this sort of penalty." Why is it that with the oral notice you are not
advising and forewarning the person that if they do not comply with the direction, there will be a
penalty that might issue?
Mr Kin sella : I think in practical terms a person wou ld be advised that. First of all, we have to bear
in mind that the oral direction is only going to be given where it is not reasonab le or practical to
issue a written notice. That is what clause 118(1) says. Subclause (2) says that he must comply
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unless there is a reasonable excuse. Subclause (J) gives him a reasonable excuse ifhe was not told
at the time he commi ts an offence. I talked with one of our lawyers and he said he thought this is
making allowance for the fact that in a moment where it is not feasible to issue a written notice,
because obviously there is some urgency, the guy might not tell the fellow that it is an offence, and
the person receiving direction might not ask that question, and then he does have a defence to a
prosecution because he can say that he was never told it was an offence and he did not know he was
committing an offence.
T he C HAIRM AN: [think the question from the committee goes one step further.
Mr Kinsella: I agree with the initial point that the person should be told he commits an offence if
he does not comply.
The C H AIRM AN: And the penalty.
Hon LI Z BEIIJAT: And the penalty.
Mr Kin sell a: And the penalty. The penalty is a question [ think we come to a little bit later, being
told about the penalty, but basically, I think, he has the out. If he is not told, then he has a
reasonable excuse for not complying, so he cannot be prosecuted, assuming he can establish Ihat he
was not told at the lime that he committed an offence.

The C HAIRM AN: But the question that the committee has just put is a question about the quantum
of the penalty and why the person is not advised at the time thai they are given the direction not
only that if they do not comply, then they are committing an offeDl.:e, but that the offence carries a
penalty of up to whatever.
Hon LI Z BE HJAT: It is $28 000.
Mr Kin sella : [ rcad through a number of statutes and I did not see anywhere where often a person
has to be told that they have committed an offence if they do not comply with whatever. I have
never seen wording that says that you have to tell the person what the penalty is. When I say
"never", I did nOI read every piece of legislation.

Hon LI Z BEHJAT: That does not mean that it should not be in this legislation either. Just because
it is not in anything else does not mean that we should not be trying to make the best piece of
legislation possible here.
Mr Kin sella: Okay.

Hon LIZ BE HJAT: I think the person should be told, "Stop doing that. Yo u should not be doing
that. It is an offence." The person mayor may not take that on board and think, " It is an offence.
What am I going to get for that? I might get told not to come to work for a day. Hang on, no; [
might get a fine of $28 000. I did not know that because nobody told me." Would it not be easier at
the time to say, "That is an offence and do you know that if you keep doing that, you can be fined
up to $28 000''1

[11.35 am]
Mr Kin sella: I am not going to disagree with you. In real life the official would actually say that.
Hon LI Z BEHJAT: Then why not prescribe it?
M r Kin sella : I do not have a problem with prescribing it. It is just that I do not think that that is
current practice and it is a mailer for the Parliament, not me. My answer was that [ have not read
any legislation in which thai is a requirement. I have scribbled in my notes: you tell somebody it is
an offence and the first question they will ask is, '·What's the fine". That is the question I think they
would ask. [t is something I would ask if somebody told me it was an offence. The other thing is
that rail safety workers are supposed to have some idea of whal is in the act and they would know
that the penalties are fairly draconian.
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Hon LI Z BEHJ AT: Thai is assum ing thai English is their firsl language.
Mr Kin sella : Thai is a big assumption, because those of us who work in the law say thai everybody
should know what the law is.
The CHAIRMAN: Exactly, that is right.
Mr Kin sella: We know in real life that-I do nol think I know more than Ihree paragraphs oflhe
traffic ael, and I drive a car every day.
Mr Arili: One thing 10 note is that the principle here is Ihat you have an authority that has come on
site and is seeing something going lerribly wrong. It is in the interests of the state to say, "This is
going to be a big problem unless you stop now or you do what I tell you immediately." That is why
you say it as an oral direclion. You do nOI want to complicate that situation much more with having
to remember or stipulate specific levels of fines. The focus should aClually be on what is happening
and fixing it. Saying, "If you don't do this, there's a penalty involved", is more a case of having
progressed past trying 10 fix it and being at the point of disagreement. Adding just the quantum of
what the fine is, is going past what the initial focus should be, which is a rail safety issue al hand
that needs to be resolved.
The CIIA IRMAN: I acccpt that argument in terms of it being a mailer that needs urgent slIention,
and that is what a rai l officer is focusing on. However, if you are expecting a rail worker to have
some knowledge of the bill and to know Ihat an offence will result in a $28 000 fine, I do not think
it is a big ask 10 ask the rail safety officer to be aware of that and 10 communicate that at the time
that he gives the oral direction. I think we have got as much as we can from asking the question and
we mighljust move on.
Clause 126(I}-Protection from incrimination-requires a person to give personal details,
information and documents, but if the person refuses, he or she cannot rely on the common law
privilege thaI Ihe information or documents might incriminate. Why has this privilege been ousted
from the bill?
Mr Kinsella : The baseline answer to the question is that the bill envisages finding out the causes or
the contributing factors 10 acciden ts or to why a situation that is not safe exists on the railway. It is
about saving lives and, ultimately, very expensive property. The bill envisages that that comes
ahead of a person' s right not to incriminate himself. Again, I consulted in-house with lawyers and
the point was made to me that the right not to self-incriminate is not an inalienable right. Many acts
take that away from people. Also, the general principle of the abi lity 10 refuse to self-incriminate
refers only to giving testimony; it does not relate to hard evidence such as producing documents and
giving blood samples el cetera. I do not want 10 be seen to be giving a lecture, but that is the
information I got when Irying to get an answer for you.
The CHAIRMAN : Just moving on, and again relating to the protection from self-incrimination,
clause 126 provides some litigation in thaI the information and the document are admissible in
criminal proceedings against the person if the person claims privilege and has been advised that he
is entitled to payment before the information and documents were given. Would you explain why
civil proceedings are omitted from this clause, yet other clauses in the bill- for example, clause
I 53(9}-provide for both?
Mr Ki nsella : I think one of the answers to this is that if you refuse to com ply with a direction from
a government official, the government official is hardly likely to take civil action against you for
refusing to answer or supply the information. You may end up in a criminal court for breaching the
act, but you are not going to get sued for damages by the government.
The CHAIRMA N: Moving on to clause 127(2), the Australasian Railway Association Incorporated
argued that the appointment of an investigator on the CEO's own initiative is undesirable as the
investigator should be independent of the regulatory role and be capable of an independent
examination of the regulatory system and processes. What is your response (0 that criticism?
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Mr Chll n: First and foremost, the independent investigator is engaged to act independently
regardless of who employs him or her. Once an independent investigator is appointed, he or she is
not subject to any direction. Having said that, if you look at clause 127(2), it essentially allows the
CEO to appoint an independent investigator to report on any other rail safety matters in accordance
with part 6 of the bill. The way "other" is interpreted is that it is other than clause 127(1). Clause
127(1) essentially captures all the serious public investigations and clause 127(2) captures the
others, which are the less serious investigations. We think that there should not be a problem in
terms of the CEO or the rail safety regulator being allowed to actually appoint an investigator, given
the fact that these are probably the two most knowledgeable people in rail safety in the state.
The CHAIRMA N: I refer to clause 127(6). The Australasian Railway Association Incorporated
argues that the cost of the investigation should be borne by the government, because it is a public
interest investigation and the operators will conduct their own inquiry in any event. What is your
response to this suggestion?
Mr Chan : This is an expected response from the ARA. In fact, I have had discussions with ARA on
this because it has put the same submission to the minister. I will say two things: firstly, the
provision in the bill renects a discretionary approach to cost recovery. 11 actually statesThe reasonable costs of conducting the investigation are recoverable jointly or severally Mr Ariti: We have questioned the PCO on the use of the words "investigation are recoverable" in
this subclause and its interpretation of "are recoverabl e" is that it is akin to "may be recovered". In
other words, "are recoverable" does not mean that it must be recovered.

Mr Chan: That is the first point.
The C HAIRMAN: It does not mean "may" either.
Mr Arid: We questioned PCO on that and that was the answer we got.
Mr Chan : The second point is that the ARA has actually advised the ATC that it would support
industry funding of special investigations with the use of accreditation funds. They have actually set
a totally different approach. Essentially, if there is an incident- for example, a collision of two
trains into which there is a special investigation-the questions are: do you charge the investigation
to the two railway companies or do you charge it generally, because you are looking at no blame, to
make sure that this will never happen again? ARA has, in fact, come out in support of industry
funding being provided to special investigations, generally, perhaps, from funds collected through
accreditation.
[11.45 am]
The CHAIRMAN: In relation to proposed clause 127, in determining whether costs arc
recoverable, do you not need to apponion blame?

Mr Chlln: That is what I am saying The CHAIRMAN: Which goes against the policy of the bill.
Mr Chan : If there are two railway companies and there is an accident between two trains, each
belonging to different companies, the question is: do you actually charge the two companies? Let us
say you have got SJ million for the investigation--<!o you send a bill of $500 000 to one company
and another $500 000 to the other one? Or do you charge it generally to a fund collected through
accreditation that is contributed to by all railway companies? I guess at the end of the day these
investigations can range from royal commissions to a very small expen examination of what
actually happened. The question then becomes whether the government would fund the whole thing
entirely as perhaps a royal commission or actually charge industry for it.
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The C HAIRMAN: Can I just lell you-this is my personal view, obviously it is nOl the view of the
committee be<:ause I have not consulted the committee on this-but reading clause 127 you read
subclause (6) first before you read (7). Subclause (6) readsThe reasonable costs of conducting the investigation are recoverable jointly or severally
from anyone or more rail transport operators responsible for the railway operations
concerned.

It does not say "may", it says "are". It is actually saying you will recover the costs. You will recover
tbem either jointly or severally and not any other option. It does not talk about any options such as
the government meeting the cost. In relation to subclause (7), it reads The CEO may, in a court of competent jurisdiction, recover the costs that are rei:overable
under subsection (6) as a debt due to the Crown.
So the words "are recoverable" relates to subclause (6) where it says you will be recovering them.
M r Kinsella: " May" .

The CHAIRMAN: No; it says "are recoverable".
Mr Kin'iclla, When this clIIU~ was taken to public consultation. the industry did object. We wrote
to parliamentary counsel and said, "In view of industry's objections, we are happy to remove that
clause." He refused. His answer was, "If the cost is recoverable and subsection (7) says the CEO
'may' recover it, the word ' may' in legislation gives him the option of not recovering. Therefore, it
is better to leave it there to give the option of recovering if you want to recover, but if you decide as
a mailer of policy that you will not recover, that is okay." That is where that stood. We had a standoff. We really wanted to take that out. Parliamentary counsel suggested it was in everybody's
interests that it be left there---or not in everybody's interests; obviously not the rail operators. We
agreed there could be cases in which a significant rail accident might be caused by somebody who
was not a rail operator; for instance, a person driving a car across a level crossing, causing one train
to brake savagely, derail and hit another train, That could all be the cause of somebody who has got
nothing to do with the railways. That is where that ended. We gave way be<:ause parliamentary
counsel just simply refused to take that out on those grounds-that it is nOI actually necessary to
recover. The rail safety regulator saidT he CHAIRM AN: It is not necessary to recover in a court of competent jurisdiction, which means
if they refuse to pay, you might not pursue them legally for the payment, which will only make it
more likely that they will not pay.
M r Kinsella: That is what the basis of the parliamentary counsel's argument was-that if you build
a rail, they look at the next clause and say, "You may recover that in a court." Are they going to
take us to court to get it back? His bottom line argument was tbe fact that it is recoverable did not
mean it bad to be, and if government policy was that the governme nt, through accumulated funds,
and the rail safety regulator, from accreditation fees or government through general revenue, would
pay for an investigation-the Waterfall investigation, for instance, in New South Wales cost many
millions of dollars. Nobody could have accumulated fees from accreditation to pay for that. In that
case, the rail operator was the government anyway.
T he CHAIRMAN: If the intention is to exercise a choice about whether or not to charge the
operators, then at proposed subclause (6) it should say "the reasonable costs of conducting the
investigation may be rei:overable" rather than "are recoverable". Anyway, that is a matter we will
debate in Parliament. We have had your response. You have provided us with an explanation as to
why the words are printed for us as they are.
I have been asked by a member of the committee for a five-minute adjournment, but I also note that
we have got quite a number of questions to go through. I am wanting an indication from the
witnesses, given the proximity to lunchtime. whether you would prefer a five-minute adjournment
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and finish the hearing, or a half-hour or hour adjournment to grab lunch and then finish the hearing?
I am happy for you to consult amongst yourselves first and Ie! me know what you prefer.
Mr Fischer: We would rather have a five-minute break and finish, if that is all right with the
committee.
The CHAIRM AN: That is fine. It is \0 to 12 now. We will have a five-minute adjournment and
resume at five minutes to 12.
Proceedings suspended from 11 .50 to 11 .56 am
The CHAIM1 AN: I am looking at clause I 32(3Xa), which deals with preparing submissions on a
draft report or excerpt. Given the $55000 penalty, would you confirm that clause 132(3Xa)
includes a person's lega l counsel, especially as clause B2(b) refers to the non-disclosure to any
other person?
Mr Kin sella: Again, [ consulted in-house lawyers. His answer was there is nothing in the bill that
takes away the person's innate right to get legal counsel ifhe has got a problem. Because his legal
counsel, under legal professional privilege, ethics et cetera prevents him from talking about his
cases, except to another lawyer for more advice, it has the same elTect as if the person does not tell
auywuy, by talking to his lawyer.
The CHAIRM AN: Turning to clause 142(1 ). which is about securing a site, explain how this will
work in practice? At an accident site, for example, the collection of evidence may take many days
and FESA, the WA Police Service, occupational health and safety personnel or the coroner may be
in attendance at the same time as the investigator or rail safety regulator. Who takes precedence
over securing the perimeter?
Mr Ariti: At the moment under accreditation, they are required to have an emergency management
plan. Under this bill it specifically states that they are to have one. That emergency management
plan will then give directions as to how an accident site will be dealt with. In general they work
basically on the principle of what has happened at the site. In other words, if it is a derailment and
there are dangerous goods involved, whoever is responsible for dealing with the dangerous goods
will take precedence over the site. It really is reflective of the emergency manage ment plan and
what has occurred. As part of that process, the parties can order preservation orders on the site so
nothing is actually touched in regards to evidence.
The CHAIRM AN: Now looking at clause 144(1), oonfirm whether the ability of the investigator to
enter railway premises or other premises includes residential premises at this point in the bill; and,
if so, explain why that term is not included.
Mr Kin st'lla : Simply that "other premises" covers il as far as we can see. "Railway premises or
other premises"-presumably the residential premises are other premises.
The CHAIRMA N: With respect to clause 153(8), medical examinations and protection from
incrimination, the issue in this clause is similar to clause 126(1). It requires a person to undergo a
medical examination and. if the person refuses, he or she cannot rely on the common law privilege
against self-incrimination. Clause 153(9) then mitigates the harshness by providing that any
evidence from the examination is not admissible in civil or criminal proceedings. What justification
is there for ousting privilege against self-incrimination?
[12 noon]
Mr Kin sella : That is the same answer that we gave you earlier; basically, in the interest of
preserving life or property by stopping further rail safety accidents.
The CHAIRMAN: What is the value of obtaining that medical evidence ifit cannot be admilled in
a civil or criminal proceeding?
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Mr Kin sella: Okay, here we are talking in part 6 about investigations into the causes or
contribuling factors of crashes. Thai investigator in his report is nOI allowed to lay blame or
mention names or anything else; Ihe philosophy is you find out what caused an accidenl so that they
can be prevented from happening, or so you can Iry to prevent them from happening, in Ihe future.
Just refresh me on your question?
The CHAIRMA N: Why oblain the infonnation ifil is nOI useful?
Mr Kin sella: In cases I know of from avialion history, a pilot or a controller may have had a
medical condition that nobody knew aboul excepl him and his doctor; he might nOI even have told
his wife because he did nol wanl 10 lose his job. Some kind of breakdown on the job could have
been predicted and, in fact, had the department known about the conlroller's condilion, il would
have resulted in the loss of the controller's licence. Train drivers have been known to do the same
thing. So somelimes in finding oul, Ihe invesligator may decide that this person looks a bil dodgy
because his actions do not seem right. The investigator will have Ihe train driver investigated by a
doctor 10 see ifhe has any underlying medical condition, al which point it mighl be revealed thai the
guy was known to his doctor to have a condilion that could have caused him 10 black out at the
controls of a train. In the end, they can identify possibly what caused the accident and go through
the pr(X:ess of tryin g to stop those things fonn happening in the fll1ure. Allematively, they can find
OUlthat there was nothing known about the driver's condilion, for instance, so that the possibility of
the driver passing oul at thc controls is probably not what they should be looking for.
The CHAIRMA N: Okay, although in the example thai you have given, if someone deliberately
withheld that infonnation about a medical condition that eould afTecl his ability to drive a Irain,
which resulted in an accident thai could have killed a number of people, I would have thought thai
you would wanlto hold that person responsible. However, if the person did not know thai he had a
medical condition but found out through Ihe examinalion, I can understand in that case why you
would not pursue him criminally or civilly. But I would Ihink that Mr Kinsella: In the case of a guy who hid a condition, nOlhing slOPS a rail safety regulator
conducling his own invesligalion, getting his own medical advice and then prosecuting the guy for
hiding Ihe condilion. On the other hand, if the medical examiner says, "Well, we found Ihis
condition; we didn't know about it before because we weren't looking at it from that point of view",
the guy is probably not in any way criminally liable anyway.
The CHAIRMAN: But does not clausc 153(9) stop any proseculion where somebody has
intentionally wilhheld their medical details?
Mr Kin sella: I took a long time getting my head around this whole part about this business of no
blame: how do you not blame anybody? If I can go back 10 my experience in aviation, a report will
nOI name the driver or the person who is found 10 be at faull; it may not even specifically say which
person was al fault, if Ihey think there was fault. But the regulator can come alongside and do the
same investigation, the difference there is that when the regulator comes along 10 interview you,
you can claim the right not to answer and to have a lawyer present to prolect your interests because
that part of the law there does not take away a guy's ri gh t to protect himself. In most of those
invesligations, although blame is not specifically laid, the whole industry knows who the driver of
that train or that aeroplane was; it will have consequences but Ihey cannot be laid at the fOOl of the
investigator. Often in those situations, there are parallel investigations by the coroner who may say
olher things, or by the police or the rail safety officers who, if they Ihen find the evidence by Iheir
own means, can prosecute, bul they cannot use the investigator'S report as Ihe basis of their
investigation.
T he CHAIRMAN: Yes, which raises the queSlion of whether they would find oul through their
own means, bul anyway, we will leave that for -
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Mr Chan: Can I just add one more comment on that just for clarity more than anything else? Pan 6
in this bill deals with no-blame investigations. The other type of investi gation that the regulator
conducts and is a compliance investigation. If there is an accident, the regulator will be there along
with a speeial investigator if the government decides that a special investigator needs to be on
board. so the two investigators will be doing different things. They will be looking at the same
accident. One of them The CHAI RMAN: But the regulator will not have access to that information.
Mr Chan: You would assume that the regulator would be thorough.
The CHAI RMAN: No, the regulator cannot get access to that information because he cannot direct
the person to undenake a medical examination--or can he?
Hon LI Z BEUJAT: Yes. they can; that is what he was saying.
The CHAIRM AN: No, an investigator can and an investigatorHon LI Z BEHJ AT : But a rail safety regulator can under a separate investigation as well Mr Kin sella: Under pan 5, a rail safety regulator could also do an investigation but the difference
there i.~ that the person beini investigated has certain ri ghts that are not taken away by the
legislation as it is in part 6.
The CHAIRMAN: Which means they can refuse to have a medical examination.
Mr Kin sella: That is right.
Hon LI Z BEHJ AT: Yes.
Mr Kin sella: Actually, I think there is still an offence for refusing to have the medical examination,
but the guy has access to the law, to lawyers and to courts to maybe prevent that information from
being found oul.
Hon LI Z BEHJAT: You may not be able to think of this off the tOP of your head, but could you
just give an example of a situation where you would see an independent investigator being
appointed and the rail safety regulator holding a parallel inquiry-a hypothetical?
Mr Kin sella: [t is actually in the legislation. For instance, if the rail safety regulator wants to look
at a piece of evidence or a piece of kit that the independent investigator has seized, he can then put a
seizure order of his own on it. Then when the investigator has finished with that pie<:e of equipment,
he is obliged to make it available to the rail safety investigator to do a similar investigation and say,
"Well, in our view this accident was caused by this thing breaking", and then he can go down the
chain and find out where that piece of equipment has been, what it did and what happened to it and
then take action 10 stop that happening in the future by issuing some kind of safety order about how
th is equipment shall be constructed. It is a very interesting area and I guess the nearest parallel [ can
refer you to is the Australian Transpon Safety Bureau legislation. It is very similar; the only
difference there is that, in many cases, if a person is being investigated, he has remedies at law to
prevent or to retard the investigation, or to have his identity kept private.
The CHAIRMAN: We just might move on to clause 154(8). wh ich deals with analysis of bodily
specimens and prote<:tion from incrimination, The issue in this clause is similar to clauses 126(1 )
and 153(8). It requires a person to undergo blood and urine testing and if the person refuses, the
person cannot rely on the common law privilege that results from the "examination might
incriminate" provision under clause 154(9). What is the justification for removing this privilege?
II,lr Kin sella : It is the same justification that has been mentioned in the past; the need to find out
what caused the accident, or in the case of an alcohol test, what did not cause the accident. It is not
always the expeetation. The investigator's intention may well be to establish dearly that the driver
of the train in the accident was not under the influence of alcohol, and because a person cannot be
incriminated by what is found.
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[12. IOpm]
T he CHAIRMAN : With respecllo clause 155(1;), Ihis clause enables regulations to be made under
clauses 153 and 154 with respe<:tto protection against liability for persons administering tests or taking samples of blood or
urine or olher body tissues or nuids.
The subject of maltcr of liability--criminal or civil- be it a limitation, exemption or protection, is
arguably be1ter suited 10 primary legislation rather Ihan delegated legislalion. Why has it been
included in delegated legislation?
Mr Chan: We are nol very clear on this question, actually, because the way we are reading
clause 155 is thai it is really about process and procedures relating to a number of things. We are
nOI talking about liability, but we are talking about Ihe proper process and procedures one must take
to prolect against liability for persons administering the tests, or laking blood and urine samples.
Mr Kinsella: Yes; I do not have any more of an answer than that. As it is envisaged, all the people
conducting these tests will work for government in government laboratories, being the police or
whatever, and there is an assumplion that they will be prolected by their own legislation anyway. If
they lire lI~ti"g ill good failh, then Ihey cannol be prosecuted for their actions. I guess the purp05eS
of pulting that in regulations is so that if there is a change of circumstance where some of that might
be outsourced, regulations may then be made 10 have that particular class of persons protected. I do
not have a specific answer 10 your question.
The CHAIRMAN: Proposed clause 155 has a number of substttions 10 it that set out
administrative processes that identify administrative processes that will be set out in the regulations
that are intended to be followed and therefore guard against liability where they arc followed.
Normally, where legislation does this, the issue of liability is actually dealt with in a separate
clause. If it is intended that the public servants who administer the process are not personally liable,
then that is a separate clause in the legislation. It is just unusual to see it as part of the clause that
sets out what is intended to be in the regu lations in terms of administrative processes. It is even
more unusual to have the issue of liability addressed in a regulation rather than in the principal act.
Mr Kinsella : I would agree with you and say that when [ went through the questions, I did not
actually see this and I did not ask parliamentary counsel why it is there and why he has not made
some direct statement about it in the main body of the act.
T he CHAIRMA N: Could you take question on notice and come back to us by the end of the week;
close of business on Friday?
I\1r Kin sella: I can take as an issue and come back with an answer of some sort, I hope.
The C HAIRMAN: Also on that clause: the committee notes that the entirety of part 9 of the bill is
titled "Civil Liability" and is concerned with this subject matter and applies to rail safety regulators,
officers, investigators, authorised persons, and those reporting results of tests and examinations, but
does not extend to persons administering those tests and examinations. It is my view, and the view
of the committee, that that is where this liability clause should be put. Could you take that part of
question 39 on notice as well?
Mr Kin sella: Which section were you referring to?
The CHAIRMAN: Could you take questions 38 and 39 of the questions that were provided to the
department on notice and provide a response to the committee by close of business on Friday?
Moving on to clause I 65(3Xb), would you please confirm if the investigator'S written direction in
clause 165(3)(b) will include the quantum of the fine? Clause I 65(3}(B) reads that the notice states that it is an offence under this Act to refuse or fail to comply with a direction.
The committee's question is: wiJlthat notice also state the quantum of the penalty?
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Mr Kinsella : Are we talking about the oral direction?
The CHA IRMAN: No; it is the written dim:tion.
Mr Kinsella: I can undertake to talk to the people who are writing up, at the moment, things like
form letters, standards et cetera, and find out if they are doing that and if that is part of their
intention. If it is not, I will come back to you and let you know that, but I will also advise them that
your committee would like to see that in all their dim:tions, ifis not already. I would think that in a
written direction they would say that failure to comply with this is an offence and the penalty is x
amount. We have an in-house lawyer overseeing the preparation of all their standard documents and
instructions el cetera.
The C I-IAIRMAN: Could you take question 41 as a question on notice as well?
Looking at clause 173, this clause is confusing. It appears to be saying that legal professional
privilege is not available to a person who has to provide a document during a investigation. Would
you please confirm if that is the intention of this clause?
Mr Kinsella : Again, I consulted internally with the depanmentallawyer. The first thing that he put
to me is that lega l professional privilege, as far as he could see, applies only to lawyers. I had
assumed that it applied to doctors, which is not ne<:essarily the case.
T he CHA IRM AN: It is not the case at all; it does not apply to doctors.

Mr Kinsella: This clause was actually inserted by parliamentary counsel without instruction. His
point of view, as he explained it to me and if I have got this right, is, okay, the clauses that say that
a person is bound to ansvver and must answer apply where I thought this privilege applied in that a
doctor had to answer a question. What he is saying is that if a lawyer refuses to answer a question
based on lega l professional privilege, he cannot be, or will not be, prosecuted- I think that is
probably the intention rather than "cannot be" To me, it is actually slightly confusing as well. If
that privilege does exist in the legal profession, then why do we need a clause in the act to confirm
that? At the time I discussed that with him, he was very strongly of the view that this clause should
be there.
The CHA IRMA N: Could you take that as a question on notice and perhaps liaise with internal
counsel, or parliamentary counsel- l am not sure who you consulted- and perhaps get from that
person the reasons why they believe that provision should be in there?
Mr Kinsella: Is it proper for me to write to parliamentary counsel and say that you want answers?
The C HAIRMAN : That is fine.
Mr Kinsella: I will ask him for a written answer as to why that was insened, because we did not
ask him.
The C HAIRMAN : Again, that is required by Friday; I apologise, but we are under a time
constraint. In relation to clause 190, could you please explain how this clause will work in practice?

[ 12.20 pm]
Mr Ariti : Basically, that is a type of whistleblower protection. In practice, if someone vvere
dismissed because the person had been conferring with the regulator or other authorities in rail
safcty and suddenly found himself Oul of job, he could then go to the regulator and he cou ld advise
of an action under that act that he can take to ensure his cmployment. In other words, the regulator
would not act on his behalf on whatever it is, but he could use that pan of the act to say he cannot
be victimised. The trigger is the person himself would be the one most likely to begin suing both
back.
Th e C HAI RMAN: In Western Australia we have our oWil whistleblower legislation, so how would
this interact with that piece of legislation?
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Mr Ariti: Again, it would be One of those for which you may need to seek some legal advice on
exactly how it would, but it would be possible that that provision would not be used that much. As
was pointed out, there are other ways in which the employees protect themselves. I suppose that it is
there ~ause it is taken from the model bill- for consistency.
The CHA IRMAN: Does the government contemplate any further amendments to the bill at this
point in time?
Mr Chan: The answer is no; no further amendments are being considered at this point in time.
The CHAIRMAN: Would you like to make any concluding comments before we wrap up the
hearing?
Mr Fischer: [ think we probably introduced some confusion at the beginning of the discussion
today about the role of this principal regulator. I think probably in our summary to you by Friday
we would like to clarify thaI. I think we would probably go for that "undue emphasis". It has
"undue emphasis". It distracted from the purpose of the bill and the discussion. I think "working
relationship" has been interpreted as an inference coming out of this bilL If we have the opportunity
to put that in some context, [think that might be helpful, if that is okay.
Th~ CHAIRMA N: Yes, that i3 quite okay. We would wetcome any clarification you can provirle; it
would be of great assistance to the committee.
Mr Kinsella: We noted in the break that at that point you had asked us three things on notice and
we had made note of only two. Can we ascertain the third point?
The CHAIRMAN: The very first question related to the issue of the office of the rail safety Mr Kinsella: The effect of the loss of accreditation fees if someone is accredited in another
jurisdiction. The second one was: what is the fonnula that will detennine the accreditation fee for
BHP Billiton? We do not have the third one-if there is a third one.
The CHAIRMA N: Section ISS(k).
Mr Kinsella: Okay, then there was not a third one.
The CHAIRMAN: That is 38 and 39.
Mr Kin sella: Sorry, [will just renumber mine and that will be find.
The CHAIR MAN: And 41.
Mr Kin sella: Yes, [am okay.
T he CHAIRMAN: In any event, once you get your uncorrected copy of Ihe transcript, it will be
identified and, hopefully, we have thaI before Friday. [fthere are no further comments or questions,
on behalf of the committee, I thank you for attending loday's hearing and apologise for it being a
fairly lengthy session. Thank you very much for your assistance to the committee in processing Ihis
bill.
Hearing ~on~luded at 12,25 pm
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Mr Nick Dimopoulos, Chief Executive, National Transport Commission
Mr Brian Bradley, Director General, Department of Commerce
Mr Reece Waldock, Chief Executive Officer, Public Transport Authority of Western Australia
Mr Martin Dolan, Chief Commissioner, Australian Transport Safety Bureau
Mr Phil Woodcock, Secretary, Australian Rail, Tram and Bus Industry Union
Mr Bryan Nye, Chief Executive Officer, Australasian Railway Association
Mr Peter Satie, General Manager Operations, QR Freight
Mr Mark Rowsthorn, Chief Executive Officer, Asciano Limited
The Secretary, Perth Electric Tramway Society Inc
Mr Brian Busch, Secretary, Association of Tourist and Heritage Rail Australia
Mr Lindsay Watson, Chairman, Association of Railway Preservation Groups Western
Australia Incorporated.
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IDENTIFIED STRUCTURES FOR UNIFORM LEGISLATION
The fonner Legislative Assembly Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and
Intergovernmental Agreements identified and classified nine legislative structures relevant to
the issue of uniformity in legislation which were endorsed by the 1996 Position Paper. A
brief description of each is provided below.
Struct ure 1:

Complementary Commonwealth-State or Co-operative Legislation.
The Commonwealth passes legislation, and each State or TerritoI)'
passes legislation which interlocks with it and which is restricted in
its operation to matters not falling within the Commonwealth's
constitutional powers.

Structure 2:

Complememary or Mirror Legislation. For matters which involve
dual, overlapping, or uncertain division of constitutional powers,
essentially identical legislation is passed in each jurisdiction.

Structurc3:

Template, Co-operali-..e. Applied or Adopted Complementary
Legislalion. Here ajurisd iction enacts the main piece of legislation,
with the other jurisdictions passing Acts which do not replicate, but
merely adopt that Act and subscquelll amendments as the ir own.

Structu re 4:

Re/erro! 0/ Power. The Commonwealth enacts national legislation
fonowing a referral of relevant State power to it under section 51
(xxxvii) of the Australian Constitution.

Structu re 5:

Alternative Co~istent Legislation.
Host legislation in one
jurisdiction is uti lised by other jurisdictions which pass legislation
stating that certain matters will be lawfu l in their own jurisdictions
if they would be lawful in the host jurisdiction. The non-host
jurisdictions cleanse their own statute books of provisions
inconsistent with the pertinent host legislation.

Structure 6:

Mutual Recognition. Recogn ises th e rules and regu lation of other
jurisdictions. Mutual recognition of regulations enables goods or
services to be traded across jurisdictions. For example, if goods or
services to be traded comply with the legislation in their jurisdiction
of origin they need not comply with inconsistent requirements
otherwise operable in a second jurisdiction, into which they are
imported or so ld.

Struct ure 7:

Unilaleralism. Each j urisdiction goes its own way. In effect, this is
the anti thesis of uniformity.

Struct ure 8:

Non-Binding National Standards Model. Each jurisdiction passes
its own legislation bul a national authority is appointed to make
decisions under that legislation. Such decisions are, however,
variable by the respective State or TerritoI)' Ministers.

Structure 9:

Adoptive Recognition. A jurisdiction may choose to recognise the
decision making process of another jurisdiction as meeting the
requirements of its own legislation regardless of whether this
recognition is mutual.
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FUNDAMENTAL LEGISLATIVE SCRUTINY PRINCIPLES
Does the legislation have sufficient regard to the rights and liberties of
individuals?
I.

Arc rights, freedoms or obligations, dependent on administrative power only if
s ufficientl y defined and subjett to appropriate review?

2.

Is the Bill consistent with

~rinciples

of natural justice?

3. Does the Bill allow the delegation of administrative power only in appropriate cases
and to appropriate persons? Sections 44(8)(1.') and (d) of the Interpretation Act 19M.
The mailers 10 be dealt witb by regulation should not contain mailers thlli should be
in the Act not subsidiary legislation.
4. Does the Bill reverse the onus of proof ill criminal proceedings without adequa te
justification?
5. Does the Bill confer power to enter premises, and search for or seize documents or
other property, only wilh a warrant iss ued by a judge or other judicial officer?
6. Does the Bill provide appropriate protection against self-incrimination ?
7. Does the Bill adversely affect rights and liberties, or impose obligations,
retrospectivcly?
8. Does the Bill confer immunity from proceeding or prosec ution without adequate
justification?
9. Does the Bill provide for the compulsory acquisition of property only with fair
compensation?
10. Does the Bill have sufficient regard to Aboriginal tradition and Island eustom?
II. Is the Bill unambiguous and drafted in a sufficiently clear and precise way?
Does th e Bill h ave sufficient regard to the institution of Parliament?
12. Does the Bill allow the delegation of legislative powcr only in appropriate cases and
to appropriate persons?
13. Does the Bill s ufficiently subject the exercise of a proposed delegated legislative
power (instrumcnt) to the scrutiny of the Legislative Cou ncil?
14. Does the Bill allow or authorise the amendment of an Act only by another Act?
15. Does the Bill affect parliamentary privilege in any manner?
16. In rehttion to uniform legislation where the interaction between state and federal
powcrs is conccrncd: Does the scheme providc for the conduct of Commonwcalth
and State reviews and, if so, are they tabled in State Parliament?
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